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Same Sex Marriage: Two Perspectives on the
Controversial Issue

Donald Trump
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No Action
To Be Taken
Against GAP
Dennis Anderson
S ta ff Writer

The Greek Council has
decided that it will not be
taking action against the
women who assumed the
Greek letters Gamma Alpha
Phi, Director of Greek and
Social Fellowship Life Lauren
Parisi said.
GAP member Colleen
Finnegan, a sophomore
Theater major and secretary
of Theta Alpha Phi, an hon
ors Theater fraternity, said
that she spoke with Director
of Greek Affairs Hayden
G reen l and cleared up all
misconceptions about the
members of GAP.
“I made sure he knew that
we were not pretending to be
a real organization, because
that simply was not true ”
Finnegan said.
“The conversation between
myself and Hayden was very
polite and productive.”
Greene did not return
phone calls made by The
Montclarion by press time to
comment on the issue.
“As far [as] we are con
cerned, this is over with
the removal of the letters,”
sophomore Diana Santos, a
human ecology major and
GAP member said.
Parisi said that the Greek
and Fellowship community
just felt the need to protect
the Greek reputation on cam
pus.
The Greek community
feels that they put six to
eight weeks of hard work to
earn letters and it is there
fore disrespectful to just
assume them, rather than
working for them, according
to Parisi.
“Our letters represent not
just the name of our organi
zation, but a rich history of
tradition, philanthropic work
and pride,” said Parisi.
“We do not only concen
trate on those aspects dur
ing our new member intake
programs. We continue our
hard work and dedication
all throughout our college

Feature: 6

careers, even our entire life
times.”
Meanwhile, on the week
end of March 5, after the first
GAP article was released, an
anarchy sign was placed on
the dry erase boards of the
dorm room doors of two GAP
members.
This symbol is commonly
associated with Pi Alpha
Psi, the- fraternity generally
known as Senate.
According to Parisi,
Senate is protective of their
symbol and have previously
written an SGA bill to close
guard it.
“It is a popular-symbol,”
Parisi said.
“You could probably find
that symbol on a desk in
every classroom here at
MSU.”
GAP members declined to
comment on the situation.
In related news, anony
mous flyers containing an
expletive or two started mak
ing its way around campus
denouncing, once again,
Greek life, saying to “get our
school back.”
The women dubbed the
“GAP girls” deny any knowl
edge or affiliation with the
flyers.
S E E “G A P ” ON PG 4
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911 Days Later
Madrid Bombings
Hit Close to Home
Lacey Smith
S ta ff Writer

y looking at the television, it was
immediately evident that some
thing had gone terribly wrong:
the screen didn’t move, from the poorly
zoomed-in image of the outside of the
train station. A friend and I sat eating
breakfast waiting for an explanation,
and finally I asked a Spanish-speaker
what had happened. “Bombs,” he said.
“The trains were bombed.”
Though studying in Austria this
semester, a few friends, including
Jillian Dietzold, a fellow MSU student,
and I had decided to go to Spain over
our holiday. We had, in fact, arrived at
the Atocha train station in Madrid the
day before and now sat fifteen minutes
walking distance from it. Silence per
meated the room as graph
ic pictures appeared on the
screen. Body parts strewn
over the tracks, people
weeping while others were
taken out on stretchers;
a long line of black body
bags.
After some time, a girl
began to tell us some of
the history of the ETA,
the Basque terrorist group
that had been responsible
for acts in the past. It was
at that time assumed by
government and media

B

(I. to r.) Laura, MSU student
Lacey Smith, Tiffany, and MSU
student Jillian Dietzold were
away on spring break in Spain
on March 11, the day of the
Madrid train bombings (above).
The multiple bombs occurred
exactly 911 days after the Sept.
11 attacks. Though the students
were not physically injured in the
incident, over 300 people died
that day.
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MSU Professor Links to China
A rticle courtesy o f Insight

Mark Kaelin ofHealth Professions,
Physical Education, Recreation and
Leisure Studies became the first
MSU professor to use the University’s
new connection to Internet2 when he
held a video conference last month
with a colleague at China University
in Hong Kong.
“It was like we were sitting in my
office having a conversation,” Kaelin
said. “At no cost to us, without jet lag
and in real time, we were able to look
at the curriculum Web site, answer
each other’s questions and view each
other’s expressions and body lan
guage.”
The scholarly collaboration was

made possible through Montclair State’s
new gigabit Ethernet network and the
University’s partnership with NJEDge.
net.
In January, NJEDge.net connected
to Internet2, a nationwide advanced
high-speed network that provides more
bandwidth and stability for video con
ferencing and data collaboration. The
connection allows MSU to connect to
43 high-speed networks around the'
world, including the China Education
Research Network “With the 13-hour
time difference, when we were done we
exchanged ‘good night’ and ‘good morn
ing,’ “ Kaelin said. “With the -support of
S E E “INTERNET” ON PG 4
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Opinion: 15

Teachers Saught By
NJCUE
A rticle courtesy o f Insight

The New Jersey Consortium
for Urban Education (NJCUE) is
recruiting teachers for its second
year.
“After a successful recruitment
effort in 2003, NJCUE is seek
ing applications from recent college
graduates and mid-career adults
for an accelerated pathway to cer
tification in math, science and spe
cial education,” said Cynthia Onore
of Curriculum and Teaching.

Classifieds: 10

NJCUE is a unique collabo
ration among regional universi
ties, including Montclair State
University, Kean University,
William Paterson, New Jersey City
universities, and the school dis
tricts of Newark, Paterson, and
Jersey City.
Successful applicants will par
ticipate in an eight-week summer
preparation program, and receive
a stipend for supervised student
teaching in an urban summer
school, a full-time paid teaching
position beginning in September
and free graduate tuition leading
to certification. A three-year com
mitment to teaching in a high-need
urban district is required.

Comics: 21
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The Police
Report:
Power Outage Partially
Darkens Campus
3/13/04 - The Little Falls EMS and the St.
Joseph's Paramedics responded to the
A bbott and Costello building on a report
o f a .female com plaining o f chest pains
and difficulty breathing. The victim was
evaluated and refused medical transport.
3/12/04 - Officers responded to the Stone
Hall Child Care Center on a report o f a
disruptive parent. The parent and school
staff were interviewed. No party wished
to file criminal complaints.
3/11/04 - The Ljttle Falls Fire Department,
Fire Marshall and University Police
responded to Blanton Hall on an activat
ed fire alarm. A search of the basement
area proved negative for fire and smoke.
The alarm activation was due to the high/
low w ater pressure in the system.
3/10/04 - A fem ale MSU student reported
to Police Headquarters about falling near
the construction area outside College
Hall. The victim w ill seek her own medi
cal attention.
3/10/04- The M ontclair Fire Department
responded to the Sprague Library on
a report o f smoke in the building. The
building was immediately evacuated. The
Fire Marshall was notified and responded
to the scene. There was no fire in the
area on the 2nd floor, just a heavy pres
ence o f smoke em anating from the HVAC
system. The Physical Plant was notified
and responded to the scene.
3/10/04 - An officer responded to Basie
Hall on a report o f criminal mischief.
Unknown individuals ripped the exit sign
o ff the w all and left it hanging by its
wires. The Physical Plant w as notified to
respond.
3/9/04 - Officers responded to Life Hall,
M em orial Auditorium and the Sprague
Library on a report o f a power out
age. The Physical Plant was notified to
respond to the scene. The Fire Marshall
was also notified.
3/9/04 - Officers responded to the
Mem orial Auditorium on a report of a
juvenile w ith a nosebleed. The victim,
along w ith a chaperone, was escorted to
the Health and Wellness Center fo r treat
ment.
3/9/04 - The gate arms on the north and
south ends o f the MSU Quad area were
damaged. The Physical Plant Department
was notified to respond to the scene.
3/9/04 - An officer responded to the 1st
floo r men's room in the Student Center
on a report o f bias graffiti written on the
wall. The case is under investigation.
3/8/04 - A male MSU student responded
to Police Headquarters to report the
th eft o f his handicapped parking pass
from his vehicle w hile parked in the
handicapped parking outside o f Blanton
Hall.

Anyone who has information regarding theife
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

MSU Campus Calendar
SUNDAY 28
THURSDAY 25
Music: Newband, 7 p.m., MRH
Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre
Music: MSU Jazz Band & Vocal
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Memorial
Auditorium
ASSIST: Coffeehouse, 10 p.m.,
SC Ratt

MONDAY 29

Cosmic Bowling 9-11:30 p.m.,
bus leaves diner at 8:15 for
Brunswick Lane, Belleville
SATURDAY 27
Music: Faculty concert- Jazz
with Jeff Kunkel, 3 p.m.,
Mcachem Recital Hall
Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre
MBA: Open House, 10-11:30
a.m., PA 114

BRIDGEWATER - A ski shop
owner was fatally shot Saturday
in the master bedroom of his
Bridgewater home, authorities
said yesterday. Family mem
bers found the body of James
Francis Monsell, 52, when they
returned home Saturday eve
ning to their house on Laurel
Trail in the Martinsville section
of Bridgewater.
NEWARK - For the second time
in less than a year, a family is
mourning the death of a loved
one as the result of gun vio
lence on Newark streets. The

MIAMI, FL - A 5-year-old
boy took a bag of marijuana
to school and was sprinkling
it over a friend’s lasagna like
oregano when a monitor inter
vened, police said. Police said it
was unclear whether the kindergartner even knew what he was
carrying, although he tried to
hide the bag when the monitor
approached.
*

Theta Xi: Viewing of “Pi,” 2-4
p.m., SC Commuter Loung#
Muslim World Series 3:304:30 p.m., Global Ed. Center
Conference Room

-OSAU was renewed as a
Class I Organization.

OSAU: Essence of a Lady, 8
p.m., SC Dining Room_______

-Spring Bash appropriation
was passed.

-Parking solutions were
discussed and voted upon.

WEDNESDAY 31

Music: Student RecitalWoodwinds, 1-2 p.m., MRH

of Mars at the Opportunity
rover’s landing site, creating a

C o u rtesy o f C nn.com

International News

tion with the attack on March 8,
authorities said they are looking
for Jalon Lassiter, 24, who is
free on $50,000 bail, awaiting
trial on a variety of unrelated
charges.
ALEXANDRIA - There will be
no jury tour of Jayson W illiam s’
Hunterdon County estate, the
judge in the former Nets star’s
aggravated manslaughter trial
ruled yesterday. Williams’
defense lawyers had asked
Superior Court Judge Edward
Coleman to allow the jury to tour
the grounds and visit the master

life-friendly environment more
earthlike than any known on
another world, NASA scientists
announced Tuesday. The rover
found evidence for the shores
of a large body of surface water
that contained currents, which
left their marks in rocks that
developed at the bottom of the
sea.
PORTLAND, OR f-J hi a hew
twist in the battle over samesex marriage roiling the United

COMPILED BY DENNIS ANDERSON

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES — A bomb threat
tem porar
ily closed the
U.S. Embassy
and consul
ate general
offices in the
United Arab
Emirates on
W ednesday,
C o u rtesy of Cnn.com according to
a senior United Arab Emirates
official and a statement from the
embassy. The embassy received
a tip th at a Somali man threat

Off-cam pus

Full Page — $310.00
H alf Page — $200.00
Q uarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds

Up to 30 words — $10.00

Advertising Policy
The M ontdarion w ill not
print ad nee for the political
viewpoints and opinions o f
a specific group, or ads with
excessive nudity or with
excessive depictions o f violence,
according to local standards.
Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M on td arion is the Monday
o f the week o f publication.

on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the follow ing
Monday. Tearsheets fo r pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30)
days are given fo r payment after the
insertion date, after which a 15 per
cent finance charge is levied. After
sixty (60) days, accounts are referred
to an outside collection.

Play: Working, 8-10 pan., Fox
Theatre

NEW BRUNSWICK - A New
Brunswick man, free on bail
while awaiting trial, is wanted
in the rape and robbery of three
women in an apartment one block
from Rutgers University, the
Middlesex County Prosecutor’s
Office said March 17. As police
arrested a third man in connec-

On-campus

Full Page — $168.00
H alf Page — $105.00
Q uarter Page — $63.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

Billing
The Montdarion is distributed

SGA Student Legislature
Session, 3 p.m.

death of Albert Bradley, 22, of
East Orange came nearly seven
months after his cousin Gloria
Bradley, 26, was killed by a
stray bullet as she attempted to
protect her three children from
a gun battle on Prince Street.

AD Rates

Call 973-655-5237
For M ore Information

ASO: Arabian Night, 6:30 p.m.,
SC Ratt

HOUSTON, TX - A salty sea
once washed over the plains

PARIS, FRANCE — A rail
worker found an explosive device
half-buried in
the bed of a rail
way line head
ing from France
to Switzerland,
governm ent
officials
and
the French rail
service SNCF
said. The device
■— discovered near the city of
Troyes — had been defused by
bomb disposal experts.

-WMSC was renewed as a
Class I Organizations.

Vagina Monologues 8:30-10
p.m.,. SC 419__________ _

FRIDAY 26

Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre

-Jennifer Aldahondo was
approved as Justice.

Who Wants to Be a
Hundredaire, SC Ratt______

TUESDAY 30
RecBoard meeting, 2:15-3:30
p.m., SC Cafe Ballroom C

SGA Notes

ened to bomb a new building of
the embassy in Abu Dhabi.
CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA —
Australia will consider leaving
troops in Iraq after sovereignty
is returned to the war-tom coun
try, the nation’s Defense Minister
Robert Hill said on Tuesday.
Around 850 Australian troops
remain in Iraq, helping with the
country’s reconstruction.
CUETZALAN, MEXICO —
Divers from the British Royal
Navy are set to swim through

bedroom suite of Williams’ home
in Alexandria Township, where
he shot and killed a hired driver
on Feb. 14,2002 .
JERSEY CITY - Northern New
Jersey is the first seaport -in
the nation to use hew radiation
detectors that scan incoming
cargo containers for nuclear or
radiological weapons before they
leave the port, federal officials
said Monday. Officials said they
hope to have similar devices
in place at 90 percent of the
nation’s seaports by the end of
summer.

States, a county in Oregon has
banned all marriages —gay and
heterosexual -- until the state
decides who can and who cannot
wed. The last marriage licens
es were handed out in Benton
County at 4 p.m. Oregon time,
Tuesday. As of Wednesday, offi
cials ih the county of 79,000
people will begin telling couples
applying for licenses to go else
where until the gay marriage
debate is settled.

—

a flooded cave to try to rescue
six British explorers who have
been trapped for a week. The
stranded divers are part of an
expedition that is mapping out
the Mexican caves or the Royal
Geographical Society of Great
Britain.

ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA —
Ethiopia is considering build
ing a hydroelectric dam and
irrigation projects on the Blue
Nile and other rivers to combat
drought and power shortages.

w w w .th e m o n tc la rio n .o rg
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NJ Press Association Awards The
Association’s “Better Newspaper Contest” for
2003.
The awards went to Maria Tortoreto, who
received a first place award for investigative
reporting; Terrence Thornton, who received a
Lillian M . A lem an
second place award for opinion writing; Steve
M anaging Editor
Miller, who received a second place award
for photography; and the entire staff of The
The Montclarion racked in four awards Montclarion received a third place award for
out of nine categories in the New Jersey Press layout and design.

F our Awards Announced
For Student Newspaper

Wonder Woman

A total of 19 New Jersey college
' TKOSOMTOAMOl.«
newspapers submitted 284 entries for
the 2003 Better College Newspaper
o n th e
C ontest.1 The categories included
in s id e
news, feature, opinion, sports, and
arts and entertainment writing; Excessive Alarms Cause Chaos
enterprise/investigative reporting;
photography; layout and design; and
general excellence for both two and
four-year college newspapers.
Tortoreto received her first place
award for her article on the Red
Hawk Diner titled, “The Red Hawk
Diner in the Red.” The in-depth
article was written last year for Ron
Hollander’s feature writing class and
focused on the monetary problems
facing the facility.
The article reported that the
Diner averaged about $11,000 in sales
per week, but it lost about $8,000 of
■ ■ fl P
that per week.
Tortoreto’s entry was one out of 13
entries.
Last year’s opinion editor,
Terrence Thornton, placed second
in the Opinion writing category for
“Sodexho’s French Connection,” and
red hawk.
“Much Ado About ‘Down There.’ ”
The article was about the Vagina
Monologues and how the play was
Pgtei____fe
about feminism’s attempt to call wwMWI T w M m w V S S
attention to global problems, but how
- i .i «i i f f
“all it really does is call attention to
a bunch of women all over the world
screaming dirty words at the top
of their lungs. What’s the point,” Soccei Teams Fall in NJAC
Tournaments. Field Hockey JtX&ZSti
Thornton wrote.
Advances to Second Round
'
Thornton’s entries were two of the
Ltwr
i v 1 WiMii s
27 entries submitted for the Opinion
writing category.
£ aWÄtortÄJO« Nbtonaf Oofi
ot
Current photography editor for
The Montclarion, Steve Miller, won
second place in Photography for his
UO*»***!- MOW
„ ... KJthxt.... .. ttViMMÿKÿWh,
■ „S
WWW*
football panning shot after a Red
Hawk practice, and the fireman pic
****y i? «WWaftWWd
ture at The Village after the Little
r
fwiMWíí.tieid.»-«,
S
rfutr-itet ftw-everif-tKeil»
ss
S5-víii*
i--:
í :
Falls volunteer fire department
1- ’V «' ftelxofvï
«unci' <n«« ûtxiMMctt *r
g
. Ihn S-wJ Mowk:.X,..,:,
;l:„i
::i:
• inokii.i .»TON: I.'OCJI,-. i>i;riBKliiôï:bl:WK . .J #
was called to the apartments on a
pi 'Jiüiout ibi': R«I Catfu*gv»otafe«»
' -iS
..
cao:* o l» «
Á í :¥Í*SlbeaHlt>W>i.<t«íteoroop»M, )TO«oa<,
Saturday night.
Mp«jW> ihi 4. »optwont
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.
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“It’s an honor and privilege to win
jtfjtt ftW
W*3Q-.WSO.IftMOÍwbwyCot
:
recognition in such a prestigious con
; , ; ico; ,,p fe
test,” Miller said.
The entire staff of The Montclarion
The front and back page layouts for the Nov. 13,
won third place for layout and design
2003 issue received a third place award for layout
for a special report on the chaotic and design by the New Jersey Press Association.
fire alarms at The Village and the
response of the Little Falls volunteer
Editor-in-Chief of The Montclarion, Mike Cafaro
fire department and the back page of said. “The entire staff worked really hard on it and
that very issue, which focused on a
everyone’s efforts paid off.”
playoff update for the soccer and field
There were a total of 10 entries for layout and
hockey teams.
design.
“It’s great that we took third place
Awards will be distributed on April 8 at the
in the layout and design competition,” Trenton Marriott Hotel and Conference Center.

•ntclarion

.J fg o rts

Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion

Naomi Liebler, professor o f English at MSU, presented “Wonder Woman, or The
Female Tragic Hero in English Renaissance D ram alat the Presidential Invited
Faculty Address yesterday at Memorial Auditorium.

If

JAWJ aWJAW
Jesu s. A w a re n e ss. W eek,
Sponsored by

InterVarsity ChristianFellowship
Gospel JAM
Locai Christian Artists-Rock, Rap, Dane«, Solos, Poetry...
Thursday April 1,2004
6-9 PM SC Formal Dining R oom
©-Sponsored by Class One Concerts

iï

iróíos

x

k í

íi

Do 4 Öfters
Piantoli residents/ w h a fi the dirtiest space in your dorm?
???The bath room???
We want to clean your bathroom for FREE! !fi.
Sign-up in tie Lobby Saturday April 3,2004
Between 10 am-2 pm
Co-Sponsored by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

'Crossed"

ii*

A Drama Production
Monday April 5/ 2004-8 PM - the Ratt
Co-Sports ©red by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

___________ I
S te ve M iller I The M ontclarion

ab«ve photo, taken by Steve Miller, along with the the fireman photo in the special layout of the Nov- 13, 2003 issue, placed second in photography.
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“That is not threatening,” Parisi said.
“I doubt these girls would have done any
thing because their original motive for creat
FROM PG 1
ing ‘GAP’ was because they liked the idea of
sisterhood.”
said.
Though the Greek Council will not be tak
Parisi has ignored the flyers and believes ing action upon GAP, Parisi stresses, “they
the GAP members have nothing to do with are not affiliated with Greek Council nor
them.
ever will be.”

GAP

CO N TIN U ED FROM PG 1

CO N TIN U ED

a Global Education grant, we’re planning an
epidemiology education professional develop
ment workshop in Hong Kong this summer,
“We were unaware that flyers were made
similar to those we’ve done with the help and posted, and had nothing to do with the
of the New Jersey Network for Educational making of them,” Maureen Murray, sopho
Renewal.”
more English major and fellow GAPfmember,

band: $ (undisclosed amount)

soy cappuccinos: $250
make-up & wardrobe: $7000
cam era crew: $ 1200 a day

you are here: priceless

¡Ü

hoobastank
m g &p¡
' " m 1;
i L

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastank.
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard/

MasterCard* Priceless Experience"1 '04 Music Internship Contest Official Rules. No Purchase Necessary to Enter or Win. Eligibility: Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 to 25.years of age and are enrolled as full or part time undergraduate students in a U.S. Department of Education accredited 2-year or 4-year coilege/university as of 2/8/04and at the time
of winner selection and notification: Employees of MasterCard International Incorporated (“Sponsor”), MasterCard member financial institutions, Enigma Media, Inc. (“Hypnotic"), Octagon Worldwide limited, Universal Music Group, Project Support Team, Inc. (“PST"), and each of their respective parent companies, affiliates, distributors, subsidiaries, and advertising/promotion agencies (collectively “Released
Parties’ ) and members of the immediate family (mother, father, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters and spouse) and household of each such employee are not eligible to participate. This Contest is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. Void where prohibited. How to Participate: 1) Visit www.mastercard.com and click on the MasterCard* Priceless Experience™ '04 icon between
12:00:01 PM Central Time (“CT”) on 2/8/04 and 8:59:59AM CT on 4/15/04 (“Promotion Period'); 2) To access the application form, click on the “Apply Now” button; 3) Submit an essay of no more than (250) words answering the following question: If you were to plan your id eal career in the m usic business, what would it be,and why? The eptry must be your original creation, in English and cannot have been
previously published or submitted in any prior competition. Modification of an existing work does not qualify as original; 4) Fully complete the online entry; and 5) Click the “Submit" button. Limit one entry per person and per email.address for the duration of the Promotion Period. Addition^) entries received from such person and/or email address thereafter will be void. Your .submission of an entry
constitutes your consent to participate in this Contest and your consent for Sponsor to obtain, use, and transfer your name, address and other information for the purpose of administering this Contest. Sponsor is not responsible for lost, incomplete, late, stolen, or misdirected entries or submissionsftheft, destruction or unauthorized access to. or alteration of. entries; failures or malfunctions of phones, phonelines
or telephone systems; interrupted or unavailable netwbrk, server or other connections; any error, omission, interruption, defect or delay in any transmission or communication; traffic congestion on the Internet or for any technical problem, including but not limited to any injury or damage to entrant's or ahy other person's computer related to or resulting from participation in this Contest; errorsirr these Official
Rules, in any Contest-related advertisements or other materials; the selection or announcement of winners or the awarding of prizes; the cancellation, suspension or modification of online distance-learning seminars, or other problems or errors of any kind whether mechanical, human, electronic or otherwise. Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to void any and all entries of an éntrant who Sponsor
believes has attempted to tamper with or impair the administration, security, fairness, or proper play of this Contest. The use of automated entry devices is prohibited. All entries will become the property of Sponsor and will not be returned. Neither Sponsor, nor anyone acting on its behalf, will enter into any communications withany entrant regarding any aspect of this Contest other than to notify potential winners.
Judging: Winner selection for this Contest will occur in two phases. Semifinalist Selection: A total of (48) Semifinalists will be selected in accordance with the following Entry Periods, each Entry Period beginning at 12:00:01PM CT and ending at 8:59:59AM CT respectively: (16) Entry Period #1 Semifinalists: 2/8/04-3/1/04; (16) Entry Period #2 Semifinalists: 3/2/04-3/23/04 and (16) Entry Period #$.Sanifinalists:
3/24/04-4/15/04. Entries received during one Entry Period will not carry forward to subsequent Entry Periods. Entries will be judged by an independent panel of judges (“judges") supervised by PST (an independent judging organization whose decisions will be final and binding in all matters relating to this Contest) based on the following criteria: 1) Originality: 0-40 points; 2) Creativity/Written Expression; 0-30
points; and 3) Relevance to Theme: 0-3Q points. In the event of a tie, the entrant with the highest score in Originality will be declared the potential Semifinalist. If a tie still exists, from among the remaining pool of tied entrants, the entrant with the highest score in Creativity/Written Expression will be declared the potential Semifinalist, and so forth. Tiebreakers will continue backwards in this mahner uiftil the tie
among the remaining tied entrants is broken. Semifinalists will be notified by telephone and/or mail on or about 5/10/04. If any Semifinalist notification letter is returned as undeliverable, a runner-up may be selected. Each Semifinalist will be required to submit the following materials to a specified address within (4) days of issuance of notification: 1) Executed Affidavit of Eligibility, Liability Release and (where
legal) Publicity Release; 2) Current coilege/university transcript ([showing that he/she is in good academic standing as defined by his/her respective coilege/university at time of notification); 3) A video of no more than (2) minutes in length featuring Semifinalist (no third parties, footage and/or music from any other source) addressing the following question: Tell us aboutyour favorite m usic video, whatyou like
best about it and why? Tne video must be: a) On a 1/2 inch VHS-formatted videotape; b) Queued to starting point; c) Neatly labeled with the entrant's complete name? and d) In English and cannot have been previously screened or publicly viewed. Entrant is responsible for property protecting videotape for mailing. Noncompliance with any of the foregoing may result In disqualification and awarding of prize to
the runner-up. Finalist Selection: A total of (16) Finalists will be selected from the (48) Semifinalist video entries submitted. Video entries will be judged based on the following criteria: 1) Presence On-Screen: 0-40 points; 2) Creative Execution: 0-30 points; and 3) Originality: 0-30 points. In the event of a tie, the entrant with the highest score in Presence On-Screen will be declared the potential Finalist. If a tie
still exists, from among the remaining pool of tied entrants, the entrant with the highest score in Creative Executioo will be declared the potential Finalist, and so forth. Tiebreakers will continue backwards in this manner until the tie among the remaining tied entrants is broken. Finalists will be selected by judges on or about 5/24/04 and will be notified by telephone and/or mail. If any Finalist notification letter is
returned as undeliverable, the runner-up may be selected. The likelihood of winning a prize will depend on the quality of each entrant’s submission as compared to the quality of all other entrants' submissions as judged in accordance with the aforementioned criteria. Prizes: (48) Semifinalist Prizes: $100 MasterCard Gift Card (Approximate Retail Value ”ARV"=$100). (161 Finalist Prizes: Opportunity to attend the
MasterCard* Priceless Experience™ '04 Music Internship (“internship") between 6/15/04 and 7/15/04 consisting of (but not limited to) participation in a four week internship in Los Angeles, California with access to select Music & Entertainment industry experts designated by Sponsor, specialized curricula, and the chance to assist in the production of a music video developed for an artist/group (managed by
Universal Music Group) to be designated solely by Sponsor. Internship will Include round-trip coach air transportation .from major airport nearest to winner’s residence in the U.S.,-select ground transportation, double-occupancy accommodations at a location to tierdetermined by Sponsor, and a total of. $1,000 spending money awarded in the form of a MasterCard Gift Card (ARV=$6,000). Limit one prize per
person, family, or household. Total ARV of all prizes=$100,800. Prize details not specifically set forth herein are at Sponsors solé discretion. Exact dates of internship subject to change af Sponsor's sole discretion. Internship attendance is mandatory and Finalists must comply with all MasterCard rules and regulations relating to their participation in the internship. Sponsor may. in its sole discretion, impose
disciplinary sanctions on Finalists, ranging from a warning to expulsion to referral for state or federal prosecution, for violation of federal, state or local (aw:, and •r.temship codes of conduct. Content of internship to be determined solely by Sponsor and internship is not for credit. Travel restrictions may apply and travel must take place on dates specified by Sponsor or prize will be forfeited and may be awarded
to a runner-up. Artist(s)/group(s) and/or other organization(s) or personality(s) featured in MasterCard* Priceless Experience™ '04 Contest promotional advertising are subject to availability. If any named artist(s)/group(s) and/or other organization(s) or personality(s) is unavailable to participate in the capacity specified for any reason, an entity/individual of similar stature as determined by Sponsor will participate
in lieu of the applicable named entity and/or individual. Miscellaneous: No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or-substitutioh of prizes (or portion thereof) except by Sponsor due to prize unavailability, andlhen for a-prize (or applicable portion thereof) of equal or greater value. Federal, state and local taxes and all other costs and expenses not specified herein are winners' sole responsibility. By participating,
entrants agree to be bound by these Official Rules and 1) Attest that their essay and/or video (“entry“) is an original creation that has not been previously published or submitted in any other competitions; and 2) Agree that Released Parties and their designees and assigns: a).shall own the entry (and all material embodied therein) and shall have the perpetual, worldwide right to edit, publish, exploit and use the
entry (or any portion thereof) in any way and in any media for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or for any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification from/to entrant or any third party; b) shall have the right and permission (unless prohibited by law) to use entrant's name, voice, city/state of residence, photograph and/or other
likeness for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or for the purpose of displaying their name as a winner and/or for any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification; c) use of entry shall not violate th&right of any third parties and shall not violate any applicable federal, state or local laws or ordinances, d) shall have the right in their sole
discretion, to disqualify any entries that they deem to be obscene or otherwise not in good taste; e) shall have no liability and entrant will defend, indemnify and hold harmless Sponsor and the Released Parties from and against any liability, loss, injury ordamage of any kind (including attorney’s fees) to any person or entity including, without lirqitation, personal injury, death or damage to personal or real property,
due in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, by reason of the acceptance, possession, use or misuse of a prize or participation in this Contest and any travel related thereto including, but not limited to, any claim that entrant's-submission infringes or violates the rights of any person or entity. Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify, terminate or suspend this Contest should virus, bugs, nonauthorized human intervention or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Sponsor, including but not limited to war, strikes, and/or acts of God, corrupt or impair-the administration, security, fairness or proper play of this Contest and. if the Contest is terminated or suspended, at its discretion award prizes in a judging from among all non-suspect entries received prior to event requiring such modification,
termination or suspension. Winners List: For the winners' names (available after 6/15/04), send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to be received by 6/1/04 to: MasterCard* Priceless Experience™ '04 Winners. P.0. Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3106. ©2004 MasterCard International Incorporated. All Rights Reserved. Sponsor: MasterCard International Incorporated. 2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, NY
10577. Promoter: Project Suooort Team. Inc.. 100 Mill Plain Road. Danburv. CT 06811 ‘
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A M ER IC A N FEDERA TIO N O F TEA CH ERS LO C A L 1904
M O N TC LA IR STATE U N IV ER SITY
JAM ES P. K EEN EN III, JO SEPH T. M O O RE,
ANITA E . U H IA A N D C O N N IE W ALLER
SC H O LA R SH IP END O W M EN T FUND
SC H O LA R SH IP AWARD APPLICATIO N
PU R PO SE: In May 1996, the members of AFT Local 1904 established the Scholarship Endowment Fund as an expression
of esteem and respect for James P. Keenen HI, Joseph T. Moore, Anita E. Uhia and Connie Waller. We honor their signal ser
vice to the University as founders and leaders of AFT Local 1904, and their distinguished intellectual and teaching careers.
Awards made by the Fund will be known as Keenen/Moore/Uhia/Waller Scholarships and the award recipients will be known
as Keenen/Moore/Uhia/Waller Scholars. The Fund is dedicated to help full-time undergraduate and graduate students enrolled
at least one semester at Montclair State University prior to the application date and who in whole or in part depend on their own
work for the economic resources required for their enrollment or otherwise to pursue their studies in a recognized university
program.
AWARDS: SIX (6) $500.00 SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE AWARDED TO MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.
ELIG IB ILITY : Eligibility is limited to students who meet all the following criteria:
a. are enrolled full-time at Montclair State University at time the award payment is made;
b. are not on academic or disciplinary suspension or probation;
c. in whole or in part depend on their own work for the economic resources for their enrollment at
Montclair State University.
A PPLICA TIO N: A complete application consists of the following:
a. a completed application form and essay prepared by the student and
b. letters of recommendation from a combination of any two of the following employed at Montclair State University:
faculty members, professional staff members, or librarians who are members of the AFT Local 1904
bargaining unit. Please make sure that you show this application to individuals whom you ask for a reference to
insure that they belong to one of these three groups. MSU Administration and Adjunct faculty recommendation
letters W IL L NOT BE ACCEPTED.
C R IT E R IA F O R SELECTIO N : Applicants will be evaluated on the basis of:
a. the essay describing the student’s need, how the award will be used, and the role o f higher education in the student’s
life; and
b. the candidate s two (2) letters o f recommendation from AFT Local 1904 bargaining unit members.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: The student application packet (cover sheet and essay) and two (2) letters of
recommendation must be received no later than 4:00 P.M. Thursday, April 8, 2004 by:

Mrs. Linda Turano, Office Manager
AFT Local 1904
College Hall 3 18C
Telephone (973) 655-4453

LATE OR INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED!
NOTE TO APPLICANTS: Award notification will occur no later than May 2 1 ,2004.
For additional information and application packets contact:
Mrs. Linda Turano, Office Manager
OR
Dr. William Sullivan
AFT Local 1904
Dept, of HPPERLS
Montclair State University
- .
Montclair State Univ.
College Hall 3 18C
Montclair, NJ 07043
Montclair, N.J. 07043
Telephone (973) 655-7089
Telephone- (973) 655-4453
Fax- (973) 655-4479
The application is also available for downloading on the web at:
www.AFTLOCAL1904.ORG/KMSCHOL.htm
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
______________________________________ LOCAL 1904
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Avoiding the Perils of Overtraining
Advice to Help the Fitness Buff Tread Carefully Along the Boundaries Between Dedication and Obsession
James Carpentier, C.S.C.S.
S ta ff Writer

ith the end of winter and thoughts
of warmer weather and days down
the shore, health clubs, school fit
ness centers and gyms will usually see an
increase in activity. Men and women will not
only be trying to shed pounds, but improve
their physiques and figures for days at the
pool or beach. The compulsive exerciser, how
ever, is the antithesis of society’s “couch
potato.” He or she is interested in “looking
buff” and having as little body fat and as
much lean muscle as possible not only dur
ing the warmer months, but year-round, 365
days a year. The compulsive exerciser who
misses a workout or daily jog may experi
ence guilt feelings, depression, become moody,
or be angry with themselves and others.

W

When the mind is over
muscle and body image

The individual who is preoccupied with
exercise, whether it be weight training and
bodybuilding or aerobics or endurance train
ing —to the tune of five, six or worse, seven
days at the gym - has his or her mind set
on one thing: Body image. For bodybuild
ers, the mind is focused on building as much
muscle as possible, and the mirror becomes

“ Ordinary activities to
improve body appearance
are perfectly normal and
justified...they become
pathological only when
they get out of hand...”

a partner in crime as the individual con
stantly examines his or herself at the glass sometimes several times daily, without even
thinking how often they look at themselves.
Other individuals may be obsessed with
preventing obesity even if they are already
thin with little body fat (particularly females)
- the fear of adding a few pounds keeps
them pounding their feet on the treadmill
or bouncing up and down in aerobics classes
every day. For these obsessed individuals,
nothing will interfere with a workout or,
in the case of bodybuilders, a missed meal
- much to the dismay of relatives, friends,
husbands or wives, boyfriends or girlfriends.
Harrison G. Pope, Jr., M.D., Katherine A.
Phillips, M.D., and Roberto Olivardia, Ph.D.
discussed in detail the body-obsession and a

chan ges.co m

Sometimes doing less is really doing more.

kstateco lleglan .co m

Pushing yourself to the zenith of your physical ability can often lead to undesirable consequences if not carried out within reason.

fixation of body image - particularly among or work performance.” Dysmorphia is a heart rate, and menstrual irregularities.
males, in the book The Adonis Complex treatable condition. There are Web sites,
Like anything else in life, moderation
(Simon & Schuster, 2000). They referred foundations and associations that may be is beneficial, while excess is negative. And
to the phenomenon as ‘muscle dysmorphia’ able to provide treatment or refer you or so it is with exercise. Medical and fitness
- “an excessive preoccupation with body size someone you know to a health professional. professionals are fond of saying that moder
and muscularity.” According to Dr. Pope,
ate exercise combined with balanced nutri
females or males with anorexia nervosa “see Watching for signs of
tion and adequate
themselves as fat when they’re actually too
overtraining
sleep promote good
thin; people with muscle dysmorphia feel
health.
ashamed of looking too small when they’re
Hand in hand
Among the numer
actually big.”
with obsessive exer
ous benefits of
Dr. Pope and his co-authors mention how cise comes the pitfall
moderate exercise
individuals with muscle dysmorphia overeat, known as Overtraining
(a few days a week,
over-exercise, and resort to steroids and Syndrome ^ whether
with adequate rest
other muscle-building drugs or supplements it be excessive endur
between training
in an effort to get even bigger than they ance training such
sessions done at
already are. In short, they are never satis as too many trips on
high, moderate or
fied with their body image. Ian Lee, a fitness the treadmill or tak
low-intensity lev
writer for the Web site AskMen.com men ing excessive aero
els) include pre
tions that individuals with muscle dysmor bics classes at the
venting
osteopo
new portbeachsideresort.com
phia have these characteristics: Weighing gym, or doing too
rosis, minimizing
yourself once or twice daily to see if you’ve many bench press Maximize your workout results with correct
the risk of heart
gained weight; spending more than two hours es, squats, deadlifts execution of each set of exercises.
disease, cander,
in the gym daily; being worried that your or
barbell curls
each
week.
diabetes, obesity,
muscles look too small; being obsessed with
Newhouse News Service (April 15, 2003) and depression; making muscles and bones
building muscle mass;
reports that “Too much stronger to prevent injury in athletics and
looking at yourself in the
exercise can make you everyday life, and boosting metabolism. And
mirror more than twice
ill...too much exer many people have heard of the “runner’s
daily; being generally dis
cise defeats the pur high” - the natural antidote to depression - a
“ Too much exercise
satisfied with your body;
pose. Human beings good feeling one gets from jogging, pumping
dressing in baggy clothes can make you ill...
who turn themselves iron, and other forms of exercise due to the
at the gym or in public
into lean endurance endorphins (a natural chemical pain-killer)
because you are ashamed too much exercise
machines risk mak -which are released from exercise.
of your body and afraid
ing themselves sick
In summary,, do your body a favor and
defeats the purpose.
people will think you’re
- perhaps seriously train sensibly. Listen to your body when
too small; experience mood Human beings who
so.” Those who pump it sends pain signals and step away from
swings and anxiety attacks
iron several days a iiitense exercise.
because of your unhealthy turn themselves into
week over time may
It’s OK to periodically switch to another
diet; avoid dining with
suffer chronic injuries less strenuous activity such as walking sever
lean
endurance
ma
friends or going to restau
to joints and tendons al blocks instead of r unning around the track
rants in fear of cheating on chines risk making
and experience muscle every day. And, when it comes to weight
your muscle-building diet
strains from countless training, sometimes less is more in terms of
or because you might lose themselves sick.”
repetitions of bench building muscle.
muscle definition.
__ _______...
_______________
presses, squats, etc.
New evidence suggests that intense fullDr. Pope and his co
jE6t.com (Jan. 12, body workouts done two or three times week
authors stress, “Ordinary activities to 2000) mentions that overtraining causes a ly on non-consecutive days are optimal for
improve body appearance are perfectly multitude of problems that can be psycho building strength and muscle in conjunction
normal and justified...they become path logical as well as physical. Such overtraining with adequate sleep and proper nutrition.
ological only when they get out of hand symptoms include upper respiratoiy infec
It is rest and’ proper nutrition between
—when the need to change your appearance tions and unusual soreness, sleeplessness workouts that fuel muscle growth, not train
begins to cause emotional distress, under and depression, weight loss, anxiety, loss ing two hours daily and constantly tearing
mines social relationships, or impairs school of appetite, lethargy, an increase in resting down your muscles.
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How to Decode His Mixed Signals
Your Guide to Interpreting His “Tetosterone-Induced’
Speech Impediments
G .M . Grosso
S ta ff Writer
Dear G.M.,
I'm really confused with a guy situation
I'm having.

He keeps sending me mixed

signals when he comes on to me all the
time, but then when I ask him to hang out
he always answers with 'maybe'. He comes
up with all kinds of shady excuses. I just

on to you, but that just may be the way
he interacts with everyone. He would be
sending you even farther into mixed sig
nal hell if he accepted a date with you, so
perhaps he’s trying to send a subtle hint.
Perhaps the best thing to do, is to back off
If he really wants to hang out, then
make him ask you on a date. Make Mr.
Ambiguous make some decisions for once!

can't get a straight yes or no from him.
Should Ijust give up or should I keep trying?
~B.J.~

Dear G.M.,
I recently got tested for STD's to make sure

For the most part there are no sure things that I would be having the safest sex pos
in dating, but it’s always worse when you’re sible. The results came back negative, and
dealing with Mr. Ambiguity. A lot of people now I want my boyfriend to get tested. He
have a hard time committing to anything says that he w on’t do it because he knows
whether it be ordering lunch or choosing to that he's cjean. I'm not comfortable with
get involved in a relationship.
sleeping with him if he won't get tested,
Making decisions is tough, but saying yes but I don't want to break up with him.
or no to plans isn’t one of the life shattering
What should I do?
decisions that should plague anyone’s mind.
~H.V.~
If this guy can’t give you a straight answer
after asking more than once, then I would
First of all, I commend
suggest that you try to make plans with
•
you for getting tested. Sex
someone else
can never be safe unless
It may be
you know what you’re
possible
dealing with, so you
th at he
/**l|
I,
did the right thing.
really
v IS t
f
You can drive your
c a n ’ t
self crazy wondering
commit to plans;
if you’ve contracted
some people are just
anything, so it’s better
really
spontaneous
and
to just bite the bullet
like to live by the seat of thenand get yourself tested.
pants. But, maybe he‘s just being polite.
Since you did the respon
If he doesn’t want to hurt your feel
sible thing, your part
ings, then he could be giving you shifty
ner is obligated to do
excuses just to spare you from telling you
the same if he is going to be par
that he really doesn’t want to hang out. taking in sexual interaction with you.
You may be thinking that he’s coming
How is it fair that he gets to know
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H i e g re a te s t crim inal m in d s o f all tim e have finally m e t th e ir m atch.
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R E S T R IC T E D
UNOER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

LANGUAGE, INCLUDING SEXUAL REFERENCES
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Soundtrack Indudes The New Single "Trouble Of This World (Coining Home)" Performed By iff!

In Theatres March 26

what he’s getting him
self into, yet you have to
go into it blind sighted?
It’s great to know that
you’re clean, but that can
all change if he’s not.
There are many sexually
transmitted diseases such
as Chlamydia that can per
sist symptom free, so him
saying that he knows that
he’s STD free without being
tested means nothing.
If your boyfriend cares
about you, then he’ll real
ize that the only right
thing to do is to get tested.
If he can’t respect that,
www.Sefston.com
then he doesn’t respect
you. If that’s the case then Some things he says just leave you lost in the woods—it
would feel great to know if he really cared as opposed to
maybe you’d be better off having to read between the lines.
without him.
If he can’t take a needle prick and a couple
of days sweating out the results, then he I am here to answer your questions. If
you have a dilemma like the one above,
doesn’t deserve you.
You owe it to yourself to find someone who I am at your service. Just e-mail me at
is as committed to you as you are to him Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title
Don’t risk your sexual health to stay in a attention G.M. Grosso. I look forward to
hearing from you.
relationship that lacks mutual respect.

BOMB
CO N TIN U ED FROM PG 1

that it was they who were responsible. It me. This wasn’t a day to deal with some
wasn’t feasible to sit in that room the entire thing that had happened earlier; this was a
day, and we decided to go out and see our day overridden with fear of another attack
situation for getting out of the city. We and a day filled with ambiguity as to what
walked out of the hostel dumbfounded. The exactly was going on. It was something now
“what if s” that placed us at the station that and present, not by any means something
morning began. What if we had arrived a day that had passed that morning. Thankfully
later than we were supposed to?... If for some though, nothing happened after we were
reason we went to reserve our seats for leav evacuated from the train station in the way
ing earlier that morning... What if... it didn’t of bombs, but we felt the tension everywhere,
last long however, because there were people and I can honestly say that at that moment
for whom it wasn’t a “what if” at all, and it more than any other, we were scared.
made us sober. People walked and rode the
After fulfilling our first priority of buy
subway in silence. Red eyes from tears sat on ing bus tickets to leave the city that night
stone faces. People could often be seen pray for Barcelona, we contacted our parents and
ing or consoling one another quietly. There learned more of what had happened. We
were no smiles that day and no laughing learned that the attack was in fact broad
anywhere. We felt awkward even m ak in g casted to the States and closer to 200 people
small conversation amongst ourselves. Shock had died contrary to the 30 of winch we had
and sadness were not the only emotions that originally heard. It isn’t fair to compare
day, however. Around 1 p.m. a huge rally every act of terrorism to September 11, but
began to gather in the main square. Signs when it is one of two in your near mental ref
saying, “NO ETA!” were handed out and erence, it’s hard not to. So much of what I saw
held high while young people chanted in the a couple weeks ago seemed to echo that day a
front. I picked up a small paper sign off the little further back - the initial confusion, the
ground. It had a simple graphic of a red line groups of people consoling each other, and
through a falling bomb, with just that writ the jump of religious figures and media to
ten in Spanish, “Stop the bombs.” Feelings provide an answer immediately, accurate or
of desperation and anger rushed through not, seemed so familiar. The Spanish people,
the crowds, and while I wasn’t near them, I as many in the States, made it a point to say
heard of riots in the city that day.
that they were okay and would get through
Often it seems that those in the situa this. After the moments of silence in the days
tion don’t see it as clearly as those outside, to pass, there were eruptions of applause, as
and it was definitely the case in Madrid. if to affirm the people and their future. The
Though watching the news that m orning parades led by students were loud and color
and being part of and watching the reaction ful, the candles in front of the cathedrals
of the people, we didn’t understand the grave never went out and grew everyday.
reality of how many people had died, of the
As the issues surrounding bombings have
scare of further acts, or of the media cover progressed - Al-Qaeda with the evidence on
age worldwide. We weren’t even sure if all the the train and confessions, the wrong conclu
stations had been closed, and so in the early sions jumped to by the Spanish government,
afternoon we went to one to see if we could and the Socialist win in the election —it has
still use our tickets for that evening.
been impossible not to associate these with
The station was in fact open but while the progression of that first day. And as
talking to a man who was telling us there much, it has been impossible not to associ
would be no trains that day or indefinitely, ate it with the progression of the past few
the station began to be evacuated. Policemen years as a whole: the worsening relationship
with guns strapped to their chests began to between the West and parts of the Middle
yell and run everyone to the exits. Adrenaline East. I would like to say that I will never
rushed through my body like never before have to experience a terrorist attack again,
and we ran out of the station on to the street and moreso I would like to say that no one
and kept running for some blocks with other will have to experience an attack again.
people in tow behind us. It wasn’t till that
But this is simply what I would like to
moment when the fear of the situation hit say.
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Making the Difference in Your Life
It’s Your Attitude More T han Your Aptitude T hat Determines Your Altitude
Dr. Rob Gilbert
Ph.D

uppose you were a coach. What types
of athletes would you want on your
team?
If it were up to me, I’d like to coach a team
full of Rudys — remember the movie Rudy?
I’d want people who would show up to prac
tice early and stay late. I’d want people who
would have a passion for the sport. I’d want
people who would be totally committed.
In other words, I’d want people who are
eager.
How eager are you?
Here’s a test: Think back to when you

S

“Hold on...there’s hope!
The next time you’re
going to class and you feel
like you’re a ‘got to,’ fake
being a ‘get to.’ Pretend
you’re a ‘get to’....”

|

were going to your last class. Were you saying
to yourself, “I get to go to class today,” or “I got
to go to class today”?
Who do you think gets the higher grades,
the “get to’s” or the “got to’s”?
The “get to’s” are students.
The “got to’s” merely go to school.
Keep your will strong and your goals focused.
In sports, who do you think wins more, 'n *he eyes ®f the beholder.
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Scribbling 101
Short-hand T echniques
M orium A khtar
S ta ff Writer

her what each shorthand note stands for.

RkhtarM Says: When was da last RkhtarM Says: btw, what would hap
time u saw shorthand like dis? Most pen if u tried to use it for a class report?
likely, it was just a few mins, ago 1st of all, no 1 would do that ‘cause ppl
when u were writing a quick note, or wanna fill up as many pgs. as possible.
when u were iming ur friend online.
RkhtarM Says: 2nd, it’s a whole diff. story
RkhtarM Says: 2day, this type of short when it gets into the hand of ur proff.! >0
hand is like a plague, it’s everywhere
u turn: on a note on ur refrigerator, in RkhtarM Says: However, there r some
ur notebook, and all over the chatrooms. things that r better written out the long
way, such as IOTTMCO, which means
RkhtarM Says: You can:)and;) through ur In tu itively O bvious To The Most
paper/computer w/o even making a gesture! Casual Observer. R U O K after this 1?
.¿.rem’ber a few years ago when ppl actu
ally used proper abbr.’s? Now it’s hard RkhtarM Says: Believe it or not, that was
to believe that they dun exist n e more! an actual acronym. Made uDZ right? Dat’s
‘cause PCM CIAfPeople Can't Memorize
Rk ht arM
Says:
omg! Internet C o m p u te r
In d u stry
Acronym s).
shorthand has taken over! *sigh*
RkhtarM Says: BTW, shorthand is 4
RkhtarM Says: Sure, it’s good for those notes, not reports!
proff’s who talk a lOOmi/hr. and don’t allow
tape recorders. Just make sure u remem- RkhtarM S a y s : ;)

a

b

U

i

s

a

m iM

m m

®

ITTFN and HAND!

&

Warn

Block

m
Add Buddy

m
■j M

<?et Info

Send
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the athlete who excitedly says “I get to go to
practice today,” or the one who whines, “I got
to go to practice today”?
The “get to’s” are athletes.
The “got to’s” merely play a sport.
I bet your favorite teachers were the ones
who used to say to themselves, “I get to teach
today!”
I hope you’re a “get to” and not a “got to,”
because in the game of life, the “get to’s” beat
the “got to’s” all the time. “Got to’s” end up
working for “get to’s.”
“Get to’s” have a willingness, an eagerness
and an energy th at the “got to’s” lack.
Right now you might be saying to yourself
T d like to be a ‘get to’ but, in all honesty, I’m
a ‘got to.’”
Hold on . . . there’s hope! The next time
you’re going to class and you feel like you’re a
“got to,” fake being a “get to.” Pretend you’re
a “get to.” Act as i f you’re a “get to.”
You can actually act yourself into being a
“get to.”
Here’s the rule: Your actions can change
your attitude. Your motions can change your
emotions. And your movements can change
your moods.
So if you don’t have that eager “get-to”
energy — fake it until you feel it.
And you will feel it! Absolutely positively
guaranteed.

And remember...Attitude,^nTe^e^ty^renia'ms N^ d

9 * ™ tivated «

G ilb e rts Success Hotline: 973.743.4690.

"'J
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DANCE

MUSIC

THEATRE

Discover
The Arts At

MSU!
MSU Students See Events at NO CHARGE!
(Undergraduates covered through Performing Arts Fee)

Departm ent o f Theatre

M SU A rt Galleries

and Dance

On]Off and Over the Edge,
Contemporary Impressions in
Printmaking

Working
by Stephen Schwartz and Nina Faso
This rock musical paints a vivid portrait of America’s .
hardworking men and women—their joys, sorrows, hopes
and dreams. With songs by Stephen Schwartz (Pippin,
Godspell), James Taylor, and many others, this musical
speaks to the very soul of the American character.

March 25, 26, 21, 31 and April 1 , 2 , 3 at 8 pm
March 28 at 2 pm, April 2 at 1 pm
L. Howard Fox Studio Theatre

Showcasing a virtual kaleidoscope of processes in
contemporary printmaking, this exhibition is presented in
conjunction with theSouthem Graphics Print Council’s
Annual Conference.

Through Aprit 12 April 2, Printmaking Workshop for
Children and Adults
The Art Galleries, fife Hall
(next to Memorial Auditorium)

Departm ent o f M usic
Music at Montclair

Hours: Monday-Friday 10am to 5 pm,
Saturday 11am to 4pm

Coming Soon...

MSU Ja zz Ensembles
featuring Andy Fusco, sax
March 25

Faculty Recital: Jeff Kunkel Ja zz Trio
March 21

San Jose Taiko
April 6
...and much more.
See www.musicatmontclair.com for a complete listing of events.

TheatreFest
Regional Playwriting Festival
Professional readings, discussions, workshops, and
productions of new plays by award-winning playwrights
and MSU students.

April through July
Visit www.montclair.edu/theatrefest
fo r a complete listing of events.

MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

Call The Box Office NOW!
973.655.5112 • Seats Are Limited!

ART « DANCE • MUSIC • THEATRE • ART • DANCE • MUSIC • THEATRE • ART • DANCE • MUSIC • THEATRE • ART • DANCE • MUSIC • THEATRE « ART • DANCE • MUSIC
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Depp Bores Fans in Suspense Film
Secret W indow
Starring Johnny Depp, John Twrturro, Maria Scfto
Director- paye Koepp
Columbia Pictures

★

★

W illiam A n th o n y King
S ta ff Writer

hen I saw the trailer for The Secret
Window I thought this film could
be interesting. But, the hopes for
an entertaining suspenseful movie ended
when I saw the film’s rating. The Secret
Window was rated PG-13.
Given that a PG-13 rating suggests that
this film would be inappropriate for children
under the age of 13,1 thought that since this
was an adult cast and dealing with adult
situations it should have been given an R_
rating.
Many suspense/thrillers today have went
to the PG-13 rating in hopes of bringing not
only the adult audience, but also the teen
audience. In giving a suspense/thriller a PG-

W

13 rating, the film may not be as effective
given the fact that the adult situations are
toned down.
Johnny Depp stars as Morton Rainey,
a recently divorced mystery writer who
is being accused of plagiarizing another
person’s story and publishing it as his own.
The accuser, John Shooter, played by John
Turturro wants Morton (Depp) to acknowl
edge that he indeed stole his story and
ask, that Morton finish his story. Morton
refuses Shooter’s offer and goes back to
writing his own stories.
Shooter does not take rejection well
and starts to invade Morton’s life, which
includes keeping an eye on not only Morton,
but the company that he keeps namely
his ex-wife, Amy, played by Maria Bello
and her fiancée Tom, played by Timothy
Hutton.
Based on the short story of the same
name by Stephen King, The Secret Window
lacks suspense throughout the movie.
To tell the truth, this film seems to be
reminiscent of another film, but you have
to see it in order to know which film I am

lo p five Movies off fflie Week
1. Dawn Of The Dead
2. The Passion Of The C hrist
3« Taking Lives
4* Starsky and Hutch
5. Secret W indow

co urtesy o f yahoom ovies.com

Morton Rainey played by Johnny Depp is frightened by John Turturro as John Shooter in
Secret Window.

talking about.
The film becomes predictable after awhile,
which is bad when a suspense film is sup
posed to keep the audience guessing all the
way to the ending. I was surprised to find
out that David Kcepp wrote and directed The
Secret Window.
Koepp is mostly known for writing screen
plays for Jurassic Park, The Lost World:
Jurassic Park, The Trigger Effect and the
2002 hit, The Panic Room starring Jodie
Foster. The Secret Window sadly does not
match up to the other movies he has written
and most ofthem were suspense related. Here
is a question, could the rating of The Secret
Window be its fault or the screenplay? The
performances in the movie were lukewarm.

Johnny Depp’s character, Morton Rainey,
was the only well defined character in The
Secret Window. Depp’s performance was well
done and more intense than the character of
John Shooter. The introduction of Shooter to
Rainey and the movie audience was abrupt.
When Shooter appeared throughout the
movie he became very irritating instead
of being scary. The Secret Window hon
estly should have been a made-for-TV movie
instead of being released into theaters. If you
plan on seeing The Secret Window, it would
be your best bet to catch on it on a matinee
and form your opinion of it. The Secret
Window could have been better, but there
are more Stephen King novels and short
stories to adapt.

Jersey Based Novel is Leg Slappin’ Funny

Lisa Panzariello
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

magine losing your leg and going about
life like a joke? Well, in Dave Hanson’s
knee slapping hysterical book, Last Leg,
Hanson captures the feeling but not in a way
one would think.
The book opens up with “My leg was gone.”
Hanson doesn’t bore the reader with some
cheesy line just to fill up space, like many
contemporary writers do. He gets right to the
point and continues to throughout the entire
156 pages.
Marl Trevicker is the main character that
loses the bottom 21 inches of his right leg
that is “made of aluminum and plastic, the
color of a scuffed, dirty Barbie doll.”
Trevicker, however, doesn’t freak out and
call the cops looking for his m issing leg. He’s
obviously in distress, but goes about life in a
normal fashion.
Normal fashion, however, doesn’t seem to
be in his vocabulary since Trevicker speaks
about his wife, Evelyn in California who is
getting breast implants the humping, handi
capped cat, Vinnie, and his job at an air fresh
ener company in Northern New Jersey.

I

One thing that’s so great about this book
is that although everyone can enjoy the well
written aspects and the comedic vibes, only
North Jerseyans can get a real laugh at it,
since every town he mentions is either called,
“Field Ridge,” or “Edge Plain.”
Obviously, he is poking fun at the similar
names towns have for each other, that only
a handful of people read over and laugh to
themselves, but even the writer understands
Jersey humor which is exceptionally uncan
ny.
Another character that bleeds humor
from start to finish is Marl’s brother Cliff
•who sleeps on the couch and thinks life is one
big party.
He’s not even sympathetic when his
brother informs him about his missing leg.
“Hey numb nuts,” he greeted me. “Why’s the
cat making all that noise?”
Readers learn later that Cliff had a bit of
a sketchy past when he was younger.
He served 22 months in jail for grand
theft auto to “impress a girl,” but one of the
funniest things mentioned was how the law
yer serving him was disbarred for Tourette’s
syndrome, which apparently was disrupting.
Cliff’s also a Matri ‘d at a local Chuck E.
Cheese. This is just added humor for the
reader to think, “Where does Hanson come up
with this stuff?”
The reader doesn’t get into the character
too deeply until, chapter six when he writes
about Trevickers suburban town with neigh
bors who sound like they could be friends
with The Sopranos.

“The most annoying, is Johnny Carbo, humorous way possible, but also intelligently,
who’s retired and never leaves the property with sexual innuendos that will either make
but waits until 7:30 a.m. Saturday to mow, as you blush or gasp for air.
Thinking back, school is hard and work
isn’t always the best part of life, but once you
finish Last Leg you’ll be guaranteed to thank
your lucky stars that you’re not missing your
“Marl Trevicker is the
lower leg, unless you have the humor of Marl
main character that loses Trevicker to make the bumpy ride a little bit
funnier.

the bottom 21 inches of
his right leg that is ‘made
of aluminum and plas
tic, the color of a scuffed,
dirty barbie doll.’ ”

if to notify the world he hasn’t died yet, and
in the most annoying fashion possible.”
Even though Marl seems oddly cool about
his missing leg, people start noticing a little
more, and from Hanson’s content, Trevicker
isn’t so cavalier about it after all.
He starts to introduce himself to people
and then say, “yes, I did have a leg” sort of
way, and it even starts to effect his wife who
seems to care more about her breasts than
she does about her own husband.
Last Leg is a novel that everyone, should
read, especially fellow Jerseyans.
Anybody who is offended by Hanson’s
humor, is suggested to read a children’s book,
because Hanson not only writes in the most

courtesy of 8mazon.com

Last Leg pokes fun at Jersey, breast implants
and a missing prosthetic leg.
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Emotion and Poetry Infuse As One
Apprentice Brings New Light to the Coming of Age Theme in New York City
ATTFPZ
Debra Weinstein
Sanefom House Publishing

■

• - -

city (New York City), in the mid 1980’s.
The main character, Annabelle, is an “aspir
ing” poet/writer who eventually learns life’s
designated lessons despite her extreme toler
ance and naivety towards Z.
Z is Annabelle’s “mentor” who forces her
and the reader to deal with ideas of sabotage,

Aja Harrison
S ta ff Writer

pprentice to the Flower Poet Z by
Debra Weinstein is a witty, well writ
ten masterpiece.
Weinstein’s language is truly poetry, offer
ing the reader the chance to escape into a
languid existence amidst the chaos of her'
characters..
Within its pages: secrets, lies, and deceit
play a front row seat, but are overshadowed
by the main character’s humorous, yet cynical
and naive take on life.
This novel serves as a look into the backstabbing and cover-ups associated with the
professional world.
By the end of this novel, one is left
questioning their integrity and value sys
tems, battling alongside the main character
Annabelle.
Do the plot’s situations ever offer a right
or wrong decision?
I have yet to reach a conclusion.
This may also serve as a perfect coming of
age stoiy, transcending class and race, spe
cifically for high school and college age young
women.
This novel takes place in a Northeastern

A

“This may also serve
as a perfect coming of
age story transcending
class and race, spe
cifically for high school
and college age young
women.»
theft, manipulation, and greed.
The title of the novel is: Apprentice to the
Flower Poet Z, but can Annabelle’s position
ever be considered that of an apprentice?
If so, what makes her relationship to Z an
apprenticeship? If not, what is Annabelle’s
real relationship to Z?
Is Z trying to guide and prepare Annabelle,
or is she simply trying to pillage Annabelle’s
fresh new ideas?
Throughout the novel excerpts from Z’s
poetry, which contain elements of extreme
beauty and nature epitomized, are given.

Ironically, Weinstein touches on many the only exception to this normality is her
aspects of Z as a character, but none'of them sudden wise-up to Z’s intentions towards
give the same illusion of Z as does “Z’s” own her.
poetry.
Otherwise, she is portrayed as a doe-eyed
Her poetry makes her out to be forever and hungry (for knowledge) school girl.
in an almost mys
On the contrary,
tical state of awe
Z seems to be the
inspiration, but
most thoroughly
the “reality” of Z, is
developed char
that she is an adul
acter.
teress, manipula
Weinstein has
tor, and (dare I say
awarded Z with
it...) a phony.
van image identi
Z, earning her
fiable, allowing
spot at Annabelle’s
the reader the
university as a cel
opportunity to
ebrated poet, leaves
assign Z attri
me to wonder who
butes such as dis
played her inspira
graceful, repul
tion or “apprentice”
sive, charming
before Annabelle’s
and assertive.
arrival.
It is evi
Was Z ever fully
dent, through
capable of solely
W e i n s t e i n ’s
creating the pictur
language th at
esque poetry which
poetry is one
she was known for?
of her personal
To reach beyond
loves, otherwise
C ou rtesy o f am azon.com
plot,
Annabelle
it would be close
Is Annabelle ready to pen her name in poetry?
seems to be an
to impossible to
underdeveloped
create a novel
character, which
that seemed like
may have been used as an intentional tech a 242 page epic poem.
nique or an inconsistency on the behalf the
Through her sincere interest in the art of
author.
poetry, Weinstein is able to accurately assign
Annabelle is not totally permitted to go emotion to Annabelle’s yearning to identify
outside of the life created specifically for her; with all, that is, living-breathing - poetry.

M O NTCLAIR
STATE
U N IV E R S IT Y
S tu d en t C en ter
Ba llr o o m s a , b , & c
A PR IL 1 , 2 0 0 4
10 :0 0 a m - 2 :0 0 pm
F or

details a n d to learn a b o u t the
*

55+

participating c o m p a n ie s ,

P L E A S E V IS IT :

YVWw . m ontclair . e d u / C

a r e e r S ervices

S p o n s o r e d b y Th e C a r e e r D e v e l o p m e n t C e n t e r
M o r e h e a d Ha l l , r o o m 3 3 7
P h o n e : 9 7 3 .6 5 5 .5 1 9 4
F a x : 9 7 3 .6 5 5 .7 9 7 9
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Asians Bring Bright
Flava to Hip-Hop World

ARTS
C a le n d a r

Cary Darling
Courtesy o f KRT Campus

t’s tough being the first. Just ask
Philadelphia’s Scott Jung, a.k.a Chops.
Back in the mid-'90s, he was one-third
of the Mountain Brothers, the first AsianAmerican hip-hop act to sign a deal with a
major label.
But after the initial blast of euphoria and
dreams of multiplatinum bling-bling, all theguys got out of the deal was a promotional
single and a release from their contract.
“There was that whole thing that they
didn’t know what to do as far as us being
Asian,” recalls Chops of the hook-up with
Sony-distributed Ruflhouse, which had hits
at the time with Cypress Hill, Nas and the
Fugees.

I

hollandersenteniel.com

Kadijah Basir
A ssistan t A rts and
Entertainm ent Editor

would like announce the
Entertainer of the Week as
none other than the boss
man himself, Donald Trump.
How much can one person do
at a time? Apparently if you’re
The Donald you can accom
T h e
Now,
plish anything your little heart M o u n t a i n
you just have
desires. His hit television Brothers sur
to listen to it.
show The Apprentice has spun vived for a
I hope people
TV land out of control.
while, releas
are
more
The idea for the show was ing
their
aware now.
totally easy to go for; I mean, music inde
T his hip-hop
who wouldn’t want to work for p e n d e n t l y ,
scene is part
“The Trump Man?” He owns but whether
of a flower
half of Manhattan. When I 21st-century
ing of a newthink about it, why didn’t I America will
Asian gen
come up with this?
be
kinder
eration that
Donald can tell Lebron to
Asianalso includes
James to move over, because Am e r i c a n
film director
he has endorsements coming h i p - h o p
Justin
Lin
out the YA YA! This man can remains to be
“(Better Luck
always brush his shoulders off seen.
Tomorrow)”
and he definitely has been big
S t i 11,
and
video/
pimpin’
As i a n film director
The show has surpassed A m e r i c a n s
Joseph Kahn
him from real-estate money are becoming
(Britney
maker guru to complete star increasingly
Spears,
dom. He really has people represented
the
movie
going up to one another and in a field in
“Torque).
telling them their fired. You’re which,
as
’’H o w e v e r ,
Fired’ t-shirts can’t stay on the far as most
Serena Kim,
Co u rtesy <
shelves of stores and he has pop
i.eom
con
features edi
been on every television show sumers are Jinf the break out hip-hop artist, is gaining respect from
tor of Vibe,
known to man.
c o n c e r n e d , all genres.
isn’t so sure
Have any of you seen the t h e y ’ r e
that things
new commercial where he’s almost invis
have changed
firing the guy for having bad ible. Chops, who is of Chinese descent, just all that much since the Mountain Brothers
service connection? I get a released his solo debut, “Virtuosity,” in which got the big shrug from Ruffhouse.
chuckle out of that, and that’s he shows off his considerable skills as a pro
“I still think it’s a problem,” says Kim,
a lot coming from me.
ducer and musician.
who’s Korean-American and who feels that
The great thing about this
It features a star-studded guest fist of rap many non-Asian music fans might find it hard
show that people don’t see on pers: Kanye West, Talib Kweli, Ras Kass, to square hip-hop’s urban, hardcore image
other so-called “Reality TV” Bahamadia and Raekwon. And some of the with the buttoned-down Asian-American ste
Show is how this one ordi best in the game, such
reotype.
nary man captivated a dream as Wu-Tang Clan’s The —
■
“(And) a large
and made it a reality. He now RZA, have sung his
part of the public
wants to help other young praises.
doesn’t accept Asians as
“A large part of the
aspirers to achieve the same
Coming in July is
Americans. And it took
‘Great American Dream’ and The Rest Is History,” public doesn’t accept
Puerto Ricans a long
still make tons of dollars in the the anticipated debut
time to break through
process.
disc
from
fellow Asian Americans. It
in hip-hop, and they
You just can’t get enough of Chinese-American hipwere there from the
took
Puerto
Rico
a
long
him and his lifestyle, that well- hopper Jin, who has
beginning.... It’s a tough
known face and that crazy hair signed to Virgin/Ruff time to break through
road.” Kim believes
of his. Trump is undoubtedly Ryders, home of DMX
Asian-American hipone of the great ones and peo- and Eve. (The album in hip-hop, and they
hop needs an Eminem,
| pie can’t help but .watch him.
originally was sched were from the begin
someone whose talent
Another thing that makes uled to come out this
will override questions
him the Entertainer of the month.)
ning.”
of credibility or authen
Week is his way of communi
The Miami rapper, Jin
ticity, and she doesn’t
cating with people. He is an who caused a stir with
— think that person has
excellent people person who his appearances on
arrived yet.
| can really connect with anyone BET’S “106 and Park”
“In five years,
who is listening.
show a few years back, nabbed former Fugee there might be a big breakthrough,” she says.
Hey, I’d rather him run Wyclef Jean to produce his first single, “Learn For right now, though, Chops is more opti
for presidency; let’s make a Chinese.”
mistic than he was in his Mountain Brothers
campaign to make Trump
Certainly, although Asian-American hip- days.“There are a lot of (Asian-Americans)
president! Maybe that’s too hop might seem novel, Asians are no strang out there,” he says of the scene.
much, I’ll simply dub him the ers to the wider world of DJ culture in gen
“A lot of things take time. The younger
ENTERTAINER OF THE eral.
generations are starting to come along, and
WEEK
In fact, such DJs as Filipino-Australian the world is a smaller place.”

I

5

P

Dexter (of the group Avalanches), ChineseCanadian Kid Koala, Japanese-American
Dan “The Automator” Nakamura, and
Filipino-American Qbert have been earning
accolades in the worlds of dance music and
tumtablism for years.
Then, of course, half of the hit-prone, twoman Neptunes/N.E.R.D. posse (Chad Hugo),
•is Filipino-American. (The new N.E.R.D. disc,
“Fly or Die,” comes out March 23.)
“I would think that a lot of people would
know that there’s a lot of Asians in hip-hop,”
says Eric Nakamura, publisher and editor of
“Giant Robot,” the Los Angeles-based Asian
pop-culture 'zine.
“At the time (of the Mountain Brothers), if
you heard there were going to be three Asian
guys rapping, you would think it would be
pretty bad.

Jersey G irl
Dir. K evin Sm ith,
S tarrin g Ben A ffle ck , Liv Tyler
*

O

«*

N

«

*

*

*'

The Ladykillers
Dir. Jo e l and Ethan Coen,
S tarrin g Tom Hanks,
M a rlo n W ayans

M e ta l

Souifly's Prophecy

Rock

Clutch's Blast Tyrant

Concerts & Theater
Thrusday 25
The A llm a n Bros.— Beacon Th eatre
Essex— Piano's

Friday 26
Saves The Day— H am m erstein
B a llro o m
27— K n ittin g Factory

Saturday 27
The Toasters— Lion's Den
Trip Lizard — Pyram id C lu b
Ellis Paul— Joe's Pub
Fixer-Crash M a n sio n

Sunday 28
B ra zil— Irving Plaza
The Dears— M e rcu ry Lou ng e
Dan Bern— Joe's Pub

Monday 29
M e th o d M a n — B.B. King's
Blues C lu b
Lickg old en sky— C.B.G.B.

Tuesday 30 Van M o rris o n — Irving Plaza
G arrison Starr— M e rcu ry Lou n g e

Wednesday 31
Sluts o f Trust— B o w ery B a llro o m
The B lak D a h lia M u rd e r— K n ittin g
Factory
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Global Infectious Disease!
in the Era of Bioterrorism”

A dm ission: Free to M SU com m unity and alum ni, $10.00 a ll others
Tickets are required and are available at the A uditorium Rox O ffice or
by calling 973-655-5111
•
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MAM EDITORIAL

The Test of One’s Attention
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The first time you see a movie on the silver screen, the action,:
The allusion to Spring Break is best fitting to the college stuexcitement, horror and suspense emits emotion from .........
• dent. How does the delayed reaction to foreign atroci
viewing. When you come across that same film, the
ties affect us? When weapons of mass destruction are
thrill has lost its fervor, the same scenes don’t seem « rpi_ „ ■
deemed false and dead soldiers in our age group are
as intense from the initial viewing. More and more
1
L *«*”
. reaching almost up to 600, does the college student
these same images come aeross your pupils and after b o m b i n g i n
now bury their heads deeper into our textbooks to
so many times, the film becomes dull as it reaches its _
keep our mind occupied? Desensitization seems to
occasional stint on basic cable.
M a d rid O O
: With the recent train bombing in Madrid, the overYoung men and women I’ve heard yeÜ to the flip
af|sentim ent by our peers seems like an old movie. c u r r e c * 031
Sept. 11 hit' home as MSU students watched from the M a r c h 1 1 ,
man wearing a
hills of Bohn Hall; classes commenced even though the
written on top. And then these voices fall to a deaf ear.
nsmg smoke-can be seen from classroom windows. But ¿ U U 4 , e x a c t l y
These are same ears of Spanish citizens demanding
unKke ‘m l , this latest bombing did not impact the n i l fJ av<5 a fl-p,r their troops to pull away from Iraq. Many cannot tell
hearts of the Amencan people as much as our domestic
J
* them not to. When we, as Americans, demanded for
terrorist counterpart.
_____
th .6 S c o t . 11
justice after Sent. 11. the world concurred
®on- JJ . . . ^
- .7 ; ,
:
—— ~ —I
■■
""T.” '
uiu uo*’ uwuru atong wun mem. now ooa is it
horrible, or V h a t a shame, are spoken, bat then post 0 U i+e i r o n if* ” to see that our attention spans are not as forgiving to
the coffee talk discussion, the whole subject is soon
’** our overseas neighbors. The train bombing in Madrid
f*‘
---------------------------— occurred on March 11, 2004, exactly 911 days after
Maybe Sept. 11 hit us so hard that our ability to
■
the Sept. 11 attacks in NY; quite ironic that we aren’t
mourn has exhausted itself And like the movie dwindling to aware in a day where terroristic attacks are more frequent than
obscurity, the channel can be flipped without blinking, choosing an ever. But desensitization becomes wrong when terrorist attacks
MTV Spring Break wet t-shirt contest to appease ourselves.
have become so well calculated, yet we now consider it normalcy.
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Shooting Towards the Lame Duck
M any Who Want President Bush Out of Office Rightfully Have Reason to Say So
Anyone who states that George W. Bush
has “strong leadership in uncertain times”
and that “ he (GW Bush) is picking up the ball
and fighting international terrorism headon...” is sadly mistaken. I would like to quote
George Monbiot of The Guardian newspaper
in the UK, when he states, “George Bush has
made* no secret of the primary mission of his
presidency; to remunerate the companies
which supported his bid for power.”
To the oil industry he has given the Arctic
wildlife reserve and the abandonment of
American action on climate change. To the
tobacco industry he has granted an end to
the federal lawsuits on behalf of the victims
of smoking. To the mining firms he has
pledged to remove the laws restricting arse
nic in drinking water. (The Guardian, May
22,2001.)
The United States of America, the land
of the free and home of the brave, this great
country is now subject to the embarrass
ing “leadership” George W. Bush. He (GW
Bush) is completely oblivious to the needs of

this nation and focuses his attention on the
harassment of sovereign nations that have
every right to develop defenses just as much
as the US does.
Let us look at Islamic
Republic of Iran, for
example; the current
adm inistration
con
demns this nation that
it’s hiding information
from UN inspectors
regarding the nuclear
ABD|IM
arsenal Iran possesses.
COLUMNIST
... Why on earth does the
--------------- — — US have to interfere in
another country’s internal matters? The US
has made more that 70,000 nuclear warheads
and bombs of 65 different types since World
War II. I don’t see other countries pressuring
for total disarmament of the US arsenal! If
that were to happen, the U.S. reply (George
Bush style) “in these uncertain times, we
must be alert and diligent in our homeland
security and continue to enhance our defense

systems.” I think other countries such as Iran
have every right to upgrade their defenses
and protect themselves in these “uncertain
times”.
On the recent interview with George
Bush on Meet the Press, the President was
ambiguous when confronted with the ques
tion concerning the report from the Senate
committee investigation on the intelligence
failure before and during the Iraq war.
Russert asked the question as to why
the report was not due until March 2005
(five months «after the presidential election),
while Tony Blair, the British Prime Minister,
ordered a report to be handed in July 2004.
Three days before the war Vice President
Dick Cheney made a statement that the
strongest reason for going to war was that
intelligence reports confirm that Saddam
Hussein has nuclear weapons. This statement
was made two weeks after the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reported that
there was absolutely no evidence that Iraq
had nuclear weapons. Cheney responded in

September 2003 that he had “misspoken.” *
The current administration has spent
$87 billion (some of which is likely to be
subtracted from spending on domestic needs)
on the Iraq war, an offense that has left a
country crippled, increased the likelihood of
civil war and spread famine and chaos across
its borders.
Compared to the above figure, the com
bined amount that all 50 states require to
finance shortfalls in their budget in 2004 is
$78 billion. The Department of Education
plans to spend $29.5 billion on elementary
and secondary education and the Department
of Homeland Security plans to spend $41.3
billion for its purposes.
The United States is getting ready to
introduce a UN Security Council resolution
that would increase its control over Tragi
oil resources, and revenues until a stable
“permanent, representative” government can
take over in Iraq. The current administration
had assured that the Iraqis will be in control
S E E “ B U S H " PG 16
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Power to the People
March 20 Protest Re-Emphasazes Anti-War Sentiment
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APRIL CATCHING
Year: Junior
Major:
Com m unications

“I visxted Florida with
several friends. We
visited Orlando, Miami and Daytona
Beach. We partied and had tons of fun.”

M ALACHY OROZCO

Millions of people protested the war this
past weekend. March 20 marked one year
since the U.S. invaded
Iraq. There were over
250 protests world
wide with an estimated
100,000 people in NYC
opposing this fictitious
war and bringing our
troops home.
What occurred
was a peaceful showing
of true democracy. It
also shows that many
people want to head in

Year: Junior
M ajor: A ctin g

c
“Got some job
prospects for the
summer. Also saw a stand up

OSMAN MIZRA
Year: Senior
M ajor: Business
A dm inistration

This resulted in a rush into wm using
Sept. 11 as a reason, but really going after
Iraq’s oil, and bombing a country that had
nothing to do with Sept. 11.
This also resulted with 500+ U.S. Troops
dead and thousands of innocent Iraqi dead,
and counting. Blood and oil do not mix. We
have been bed to. We have been mislead
into a war under false pretenses that is cost
ing lives and billions of dollars. While our

o ff.”

BUSH

Commander in Chief claims to be a “soldier”
he never saw a day of combat and suddenly
disappeared from the National Guard for a
year and a half, but had daddy pull strings as
usual. Bush & Co. is profiting from this war!
The “Elite” have investments in the
Carlyle Group, which is a major war profi
teer, and the largest weapon supplier. It is
clear now why Bush rushed us into war.
There were no weapons of mass destruction
but Bush & Co. is a weapon of mass decep
tion. Lies costs lives.
The money spent on the war machine
and this war could pay for every kid’s college
tuition in this country. Money for tuition, not
ammunition. Money that can be spent on
books, not bombs, schools not jails, make jobs
not war. Money for jobs and education, not
war and occupation!
But why should Bush listen to the people,
we didn’t vote for him! March 20, showed
that millions want peace and we want it now.
Dropping bombs won’t bring peace, violence
begets violence.
How many more people have to die before
we realize this? Drop Bush'not bombs! I did
have a nice peaceful time at the demonstra
tion. Please understand that we support our
troops as human beings and wish them a safe
return home, not tomorrow, not yesterday,

i One year ago, the Bush
Administration claimed
they ‘knew’ that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruc
tion, and one year later,
they are still wrong.”
NOW. We want peace.
The U.S. is gaining more enemies with the
tactics of this President. Please think about
what we are doing over there, and remember
it come election time. If you elect a madman
you get madness.
Wear an armband or headband, show
that you oppose the war, let it remind people
that we are still dropping bombs on innocent
people and our troops are still being killed. I
love my country and my freedom, but I fear
this administration.
Criticizing the government is not unpatri
otic, the government lying and deceiving the
public is unpatriotic.
Erik Burneyko, an education major, is in his first
year as a colum nist for The Montdarion.
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UZ FLOREZ
Year: Junior

Major: Sociology

“Far spring break, I
went to Florida with
one of my friends. We
had an awesome time there and the
weather was great. Too had we are back
to school .”
■ H I

M AMDOUH ELANANI
Year: Senior
M ajor: Com puter
Science/ M ath

“What I did for the
break was study for my
test.”

PAUL REiSMAN
Year: Junior
M ajor: A cting

“I masterbated and
played video games.”

MARIANA VALENZUELA
Year: Sophom ore
M ajor: Business
Adm inistration

“During spring break,
all I did was stay home
and babysit my little
brother.”

DANA
NESTINGER
Year: Sophom ore
M ajor: undecided

“Panama City baby! It was a
crazy time.”
Question o f the Week opinions am views
expressed try the students o f M ontclair State
University, and are not necessarily the views
o f the M ontdarion:

of their oil, However, the resolution would
give the US “far greater authority over the
country’s (Iraq’s) lucrative oil industry than
previously acknowledged”. The resolution
would also provide the current administra
tion the power to manage Iraq’s oil revenues
and would also leave the possibility the cur
rent administration could use Iraq’s funds to
pay for the costly effort to disarm Iraq, which
needless to say, was unnecessary.
Re-electing George Bush would be a huge
to the foreign policy of this nation. If the
people of the U.S. want to improve their
appearance to the rest of the world, then
giving George Bush another four years in
office is a step in the opposite direction.
Hakim Abdi, a biology major, is in his first year
as a colum nist for The Montdarion.

C O U R T ES TY O F K RT C A M P U S

Montdarion Mailbag
This letter is in response to “Israel, the Land what was so secretive.
of Bank Bandits” on March 11,2004.
Lastweek’s letter to the editor byAwadallah
was no less ridiculous. Conveniently omitted
First, some background information for the from the rant was some vital information: the
writer seems necessary. Professor Awadallah fund seizures were in an effort to cut off fund
recently spoke near Rutgers, where he pro ing to terrorist groups.
claimed “Zionism is racism” in a speech
I wish Awadallah would have included the
described by The Record as “the most fiery” following part of the oft-quoted AP report:
speech of the afternoon.
“the [banking] system has been hijacked
The issue ofthe day? Governor McGreevey to finance Palestinian militant groups such
is investing funds in Israeli bonds. Awadallah as Hamas, Islamic Jihad and the A1 Aqsa
even pledged, “We are going to go after you Martyrs’ Brigades, that have killed more
for that, Governor.” Evan Coyne Maloney, a than 900 Israelis in bombings and shootings.”
cameraman videotaping the rally, complained This is comparable to the United States’
that “participants and organizers alike tried sweep of “non-profit” groups linked to terror
to shut down my camera.”
ism shortly after Sept. 11th, 2001.
Maloney wrote, “For a while, they sur:
Awadallah then suggested that the United
rounded me and hit the front of my camera States was engaging in “brutal occupation
with signs to stop me from filming the rally’s of other people.” Sir, the Taliban was a
speakers. Eventually, they backed off after brutal occupation. Saddam Hussein’s rule
realizing that cameras from several other was a brutal, occupation. United States
media outlets - including NBC News, WCBS- Infantryman are not part of a brutal occupa
TV, and Channel 12 New Jersey - were tion. The fact that you cannot make a distinc
capturing their actions.” Makes you wonder tion is very telling.

I am not Jewish, but my heart goes out
to people who fear getting onto a bus in the
morning. If a wall would protect my family
from homicidal, suicidal bombers; I would be
first in line to build it.
Brian Gatens
political science major
My opinion about the GAP girls incident
is that Greek life should relax and back off.
They do not own the Greek alphabet, and
therefore, should not have a right to say if the
GAP girls can or cannot use Greek letters.
They have better things to do with their
time then pick on a bunch of girls who hap
pen to have Greek letters on their shirts. The
girls were not purposely making fun of Greek
life, and even if they were, Greek Life should
learn to take some satire. Everyone else
deals with it, what makes them special
to get exempt from it.
James Ragucci
computer science major

The Montdarion Mailbag Policy
• A ll letters m ust be typed, preferably on d isk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 5 0 0 words w ill not be considered for publication. •
Once received, letters are property o f The M ontdarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include
the author’s name, major, la st four digits o f SSN and phone number or e-m ail address. • Only one letter by an author w ill be printed each month. •
Subm ission deadline: Monday, 12:00 p.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-m ail to MontOplnion@yahoo.com or sent to The M ontdarion - Attn:
Opinion Page Editor, M ontclair State University, 1 1 3 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Sam e Sex Marriage: Two Perspectives
On the Controversial Issue
Even if Local Authority Accepts it, Gay
Marriage is Still Illegal
Everyone in the liberal world is bellowing
that “history is being made, that boundaries
are being broken, that a great victory for
equality is happening.”
Of course, I am referring
to the Mayors of San
Francisco, Albany, and a
few others.
These men have taken
it upon themselves to
countenance the mar
riage of same sex couples
VALENZANO
COLUMNIST

m their Clties>311(1
th em m arriage licenses

---------- ------------ only honored in those
particular cities. They believe that they have
done a great service to this country; however,
the only thing that they have accomplished is
breaking the law.
I do not have a problem with same sex
marriages; I believe that they should be
allowed and deserve the same benefits as
traditional couples. However, the law at this
time prevents such actions and the lead
ers of communities ought to be ashamed of
themselves for setting the example that only
certain laws should be abided by and that as
Mayors they can break the law-ffeely.
But is it ok to do this because they are lib
eral? Why is it when conservatives break the
law it is disdainftd, but when liberals break
the law they are put up high on a pedestal?
All of those who are convicted of breaking the
law should be punished regardless of their
affiliation. Laws are here to protect us and
they should be obeyed.
If the majority of Americans want same
sex unions (which at the present time they do
not) there are other measures that should be
taken to change the laws of society.
Our Forefathers were very intelligent
people, they knew that they were not perfect,
they knew that the laws of society were not
perfect, thus they made a system that could
constantly be changed by peaceful means

How Can Civil Unions Be Considered
Ungodly When Church and State Are Separated

“ I do not have a
problem with same sex
marriages...however the
law at this time prevents
such actions...”
through lobbying, protesting, and electing
officials who will pass the bills through
Congress.
Nothing can be accomplished by breaking
the law in the manner these “Leaders” of
these respective communities have done.
Laws exist for the protection of all of us.
The people who break laws because they do
not agree with them are not heroes. They
should answer to the charges that they have
been accused of and a jury should decide
what is to become of them.
If they are convicted, however, they should
no longer serve the public as they have shown
disrespect for the laws of our country and
have ignored the majority of the people in
their community. They have betrayed the
trust of the people they are sworn to defend
and protect.
All that these leaders have accomplished
is to put gay couples in a position that will
only end in embarrassment, as their licenses
will most likely become null and void after
the courts come in.
If you feel that the law is wrong, go out
and change it through the system, do not
break it and hope that the system will adapt.
Civil Unions between same sex couples will
occur when the majority of Americans want
them to occur, not when certain Mayors feel
they can break the law to allow them.
M ichael Valenzano, a history major, is in h is sec
ond year as a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Arguments to prevent same sex marriage
from being recognized by the United States
Constitution are unconstitutional because.
The reason for this
is that those opposed to
same sex marriage are
stating that the sanc
tity of marriage must
be protected. In other
words, the holiness of
marriage, the saintli
ness of marriage, the
KOREN
piety, the purity, the
FRANKFORT
SACREDNESS - of
COLUMNIST
marriage must be pro
tected. Sanctity is a word of religious context,
however, when a “straight couple” wants to
get married without religious context, they
can be married by a judge.
A civil marriage is a marriage sought by
people who either cannot be married by a
religious group, or if they have beliefs that
do not dictate the necessity of a religious
ceremony.
Sanctity is not involved in legal marriage.
It is an institution. So, how can the federal
government prohibit something that is only
done for asset protection, medical/insurance
purposes, and child rearing, by creating a fed
eral definition of sanctity, which technically
should be illegal as there is a separation of
church and state.

of homosexuality.
Freedom ofreligion. The FirstAr.iendment
states that no one can be judged for their
religion or the practices therein, and mar
riage is a ceremonial practice of a religion.
The Unitarian Universalist Church wants
to marry gay couples, but are not legally
affirmed. Apparently, their idea of sanctity
isn’t American enough.
However, the only way for sanctity to be
federally defined would be to incorporate the
beliefs of any, and every, religion in the USA,
which is impossible. America is contradict
ing the terms set for freedom of religion in
the United States by not allowing religious
sects to practice what they believe to be right
according to their own faith, to marry whom
they choose.
There are blatant hypocrisies in this situ
ation. America judges other nations for dic
tating who can marry who, and who can five
where, but in our own home, we are guilty of
implying lack of purity in gays by saying they
violate sanctity.
It seems that America’s constituents are
afraid of allowing gays to have all of the
freedoms in the Bill of Rights. “...Land of
the Free, and home of the brave,” indeed.
However, because of America’s laws giving
freedom to everyone who steps ashore, there
is no way to deny gays their right to marry.
The U.S. would have to, according to
the indoctrinated laws, which were instated
many score ago, allow every religious sect to
marry whom they want and recognize each
“ Sanctity is a word
marriage. The U.S. would then be required
to give all of those turned away from religious
of religious context...
sects a Civil marriage, as that is a marriage
sanctity is not involved
without sanctity.
Even if you believe that homosexuality
in legal marriage. It is an is wrong,
one cannot claim that gays are not
American, and because of this, they are enti
institution.”
tled to everything any American is entitled
to; be it legal protection through marriage or
Upon watching a debate on this subject, a the pursuit of happiness.
man stated that this country was founded
on religion, Christian religion, and that mar “Give me your tired, your poor,
riage in this country should parallel the Your huddled masses yearning to breathe
beliefs that were had by our founding fathers. free, The wretched refuse of your teeming
Falsehoods. This country was not only found shore. Send these, the homeless, tempested by those looking to escape religious perse tost to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden
cution, but was founded on the basis that all door!”
are free to believe what they want to believe.
-Emma Lazarus
Also, there are many different Christian
Churches in the United States, which
Christian belief are those long winded politi
cians speaking of? The Episcopalian Church
allows gay priests. If they allow gays to relay Koren Frankfort, an art major, is in her first year
the word of God, they can not think too lowly as a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Statistics of the Week:

Average Income of People with
an Undergraduate Degree in 2000.

911
Number of Days from the Sept. 11
Attacks to the Madrid Bombing on
search 11 of this Year.
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Child Care Wanted
B abysitter N eeded - O n e o r tw o w e e k 
days a fte rn o o n , occasional w eeken d s.
Flexible hours. C all 973-233-9778.

PERFECT S U M M E R JOB! L o o k in g fo r
m atu re local (M o n tv ille ) ca regiver
fo r 2 1/2 y ear o ld boy d u rin g sum m er
months++ M o n - Thurs 11:30 - 5:00
p.m. / som e Friday's. M U ST have d riv 
ers license, m in im u m 3 CHILDCARE
references. Food pay, g re a t fle x ib ility .
C o n ta ct Tina a t 973-316-1361.

******* * *★ ******★ ***»*

For M o rn in g s o r A fte rn o o n s . To ta k e
care o f 22 -m on th o ld Boy. References
N eed and Experience. C o n ta ct D e b b ie
o r John, B etw ee n th e hours o f 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Ph on e # 973-4315306. Pay w ill be discussed d e p e n d in g
on experience.

BetterScores. BetterSchools

*

for Mad Scientists.

*

Free Practice

*
*********
*
★ Mad Science o f North Central New Jersey *
J is currently looking for students to work *
* 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes *
* t o kids. Excellent pay-including training!! J

*■
*

★

*
*

*
★
*
*
★
*
★
*★

★
*
★
★
*
★
*
*
if you answered yes to these questions, *
*
give us a call at (973) 244-1880
*
and set up an interview.
★
*
*★ ★ ★ ★ ***★ *★ ★ ★ *******
PO YOU;
♦ Love Working with children/
* Have full-time access to a car/
★ Have an outgoing personality/

SECURE Y O U R O W N JOB N O W ! Day
cam p fo r m ild special needs ch ild re n in
W e st O ran ge. Counselors, activity spe
cialists, lifeguards, M ain te n a n ce . C o n 
ta ct 973-669-0800; in fo@ harb orh aven.
com . V isit o u r w e b site w w w .h arb o rh a ve n .co m .

Part-tim e secre ta rial/p ro o f read in g
w o rk fo r local physician. Eng/Psych
m ajors p re ferred . Flexib le hours. Fax
letter/resum e to 973-239-4704.
Sum m er Jobs!!: Spend an active sum 
m er o u td o o rs as a day cam p counselor!
No nights/w eeken ds (except tra in in g ).
G ro u p counselors, lifeguards/W SI,
in structors fo r canoe, ch a lle n g e course
(tra in in g available), crafts, dance,
karate, lacrosse, soccer, ro lle rb la d in g
908-647-0664, a p p ly o n lin e at w w w .
c a m p riv e rb e n d .b u n k l .com.

/The
( Princeton
'—'Review

★
* Positions Available Immechately ★

*

Baby-sitter w a n te d fo r th re e m on th
o ld in fa n t in G len Ridge. M u s t have
exp erie n ce (and references) and be
carin g and en ergetic. F lexib le hours.
C all N ico le 973-743-6920.

www.themontclarion.org
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P art-tim e h elp is need ed to w o rk
in an o p to m e tris t o ffic e in W ayne!
W illin g to tra in a q u ick lea rn er w h o
is o u tg o in g and enjoys w o rk in g w ith
p eo p le. Flexib le hours b u t Saturday
an d Sundays are a m ust!! Call D ina at
973-256-2228.

Take a full-length practice MCAT exam and find out how you
would do on the the actual exam. You will receive a score report
detailing your results within a week following the test.
Saturday, April 17
9:00am-4:30pm

Sunday, April 18
9:00am-4:30pm

The Princeton Review-Freehold
303 West Main Street

Montclair State University

Freehold, NJ 07728

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Seton Flail University

The Princeton Review-Princeton

400 South Orange Avenue

252 Nassau Street
Princeton, NJ 08542

South Orange, NJ 07079

10 Normal Avenue

The Princeton ReviewNew Brunswick
46 Bayard Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901

M in u te s fro m M o n tc la ir State fo r Sales
P ositio n a t Cohen's Fashion O p tical.
W illo w b r o o k M a ll. Flexib le hours F/T

Call today (80012-REVIEW
or visit www.prlncetonreview.com
to reserve your seat!

P/T H ou rly pay + com m ission. W e w ill
tra in . Please call 973-785-3133.

M od e ls. W o m e n 18 and o ld e r fo r o u t
d o o r test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. W ill
exchange p ictures fo r m o d e lin g . No
experience necessary. 973-365-4054.

C \ k // A V /
2004
Undergraduate &c Graduate
Courses

F E B R U A R Y 24
s u m m e rs e s s io n .ru tg e rs .e d u

Morning, afternoon and evening
classes
Saturday morning classes
Outstanding faculty
Vibrant academic
atmosphere

For a Summer Session catalog, including
registration form, visit us at
summersession.rutgers.edu
or call 732-932-7565.
Outside the 732 area code call
I -800-HI-RUTGERS

N eed Part Tim e M o n e y ? W o rk fle x ib ly
a ro u n d y o u r classes an d sch oo lw ork.
C o n tin u e FT in th e summ er. G a in
exp erience in cu stom er sales/service.
G o o d S tartin g Pay. Begin Im m ediately.
100 N a tio n a l Scholarships availab le.
C o n d itio n s A p p ly. C all N o w o r ap p ly
o n lin e ! Param us 201-291-9090; W ayn e
973-835-3779; M orris/Essex Co. 973541-0122. W o rk fo rstu d en ts.co m

Oflf-Gampus classes at:
-Brookdale Community College,
Lincroft Freehold Colonial
Campus on Rt.9
-Rutgers University Northwest
Executive Training Facility,
Mt. Arlington

G len R id g e fu rn ish e d basem ent stu d io
w ith p rivate en tra n ce and p a rk in g
close to tra n s p o rta tio n fo r n on -sm o k
er. $550 p er m onth. 973-743-1230.

THE-STATE UNIVERSITY O F N EW JERSEY

R U TG ER S
What Is your child getting
Into at the playground?
; L a st /ye*£M
\ at SsppN
F million
Kielsa w ere sa rla u sly ir^ur&d
&t tHoir ;n:
OÍQHb>orlr<S^cl
pl/ayQirouoclÄ* ..ÌLoeirn f>
<
jtw to

k ee p > y o u ri öfnildl sarfor;fc>y
oallfng ;

or

fc>
y vttsîtiriQ www.aabs.org
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We Keepypu well connected.
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JU ST MINUTES FROM CAMPUS:

|

Route 3 to the Passaic Ave (Nutley/Passaic) Exit. Go right off exit ramp onto Passaic
Ave. Go to the third traffic light and make a left onto Van Houten Ave. Go to first traffic
light and make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on block down on the right.

373 B'way Passaic, NJ (973) 365-0807 www.theLoopLounge.com
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SGA EXECUTIVE/BOARD OF
2004-2005

MARCH 28TH-APRIL 7TH NOON
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DEARLY BELOVED,
WE ARE 6ATHERED
HERE TODAY TO
BID FAREWELL TO
SKULLY...

f je
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M a rc h

8k Aquarius 8k

CHERISHED
HUSBAND...

NURTURING
FATHER...

(Ian. 12-Feb 22)

mate have been doing a erc.it job ai
maintaining a healthy relationship. Some people
are jealous, hut most people admire law. vnu noth
get along so famously. Keep the magic alive and
everyone else gurMiw Imw you do it” JLu.kv
You and >.mi

SW
By

WILLIAM
MORTON

Numbers 45

31

07

©MMIII

(rebruary '8

March 19)

l nay! Lazy! Lazy! Put an end to your procras
tinating ways and get to work In the end you
always wish you started earlier and end up tail
ing Stop doing ii to yourself and change your
ways. “Lucky Numbers: 34 - 05 - 18

H Aries
(Martt, 70

the jfttontclarion ^orbfinb
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Spring Break Hot Spots:
CANCÚN
KEYWEST
MYRTLEBEACH

NEWORLEANS
JAMAICA
ACAPULCO

DAYTONA
BAHAMAS
SOUTHBEACH

R YH CV
F G R -JCr iI . D
Y ÏL W Q Ä
WE K Y Y
V G E ",m«Ht *H
UYYR 0
M A W0 H
VA E C
N L p
YT P 0

■■

Are you a cartoonist? Submit your
cartoons to The Montclarion for print.

ORLANDO
CALIFORNIA
MONTCLAIR

Contact: Tom Hoskinson x5282
E-mail: montproduction@yahoo.com

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
•
19
20
21
.23
26
27
28
29

.Cowboy”
is lumpy, honey ... it’s Dick Cheney!”

30
31
34
35
38
39
41
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
58
59
60
61
62
63
1
2
3
4

“For those of you unhappy with the economy,
I just made this ant farm. S o that’s over
300 new jobs in one h o u r... see there?”

5

Ms. Lollobrigida
Writer Ferber
Cigar dropping
Branch
managers?
Be unwell
Bug repellant
Gueries
The best!
Gracefully
delicate
Use one’s wils
Italian lover
Pacific salmon
Temporary
support
Squander
Hamburg’s river
Keyless-entry
phrase?
Fam. members
Take a break
Severity
Borscht
ingredient
See ya!
Smile derisively

î

2Bg 3

4

7'

5

8

9

11

6
1

17

-

20
_
25

27

■

29
34

H

39

40

44
47

35

■

■

■?

(May 21 - lo n e 20)

People are amazed at how quickly your attitude
has changed ever since that special person has
catered you life. This is a good thing since your .
attitude has improved greatly. Let’s just hope yua
maintain that positive outlook on things. *Locky
Numbers: 41- 2 5 -1 2

Hi Cancer Hi
(tune 71 - July 21}

It’s hard to take criticism from anyone, but what
they don’t know is that it’s a little hardei for you
tii> n it i- tor other pvtqile l.i i them know what a
going on and don’t be afraul to challenge their
m u t is m
if y o u think they’re wrong ’Lucky
Numbers Oii ’ll) - 40

53

58

59

22

rn Virgo m

■g
37 ■

■

48-

I

28

45-^

61

16
19

■

■ 42

32
38

43

a* Libra

■ 51
54

55

56

57

60
63

1

© 2 û04Tribu n e M edia S e rv ic e s, Inc.
« A ll rig h ts re se rved .

Lincoln

Vmr getting into - him risky ¡m-ii i"-s mil the
«utiinne w ll nor be >n >om tovur flunk r>refulh I'eloiv >m. engage in Mich er.1rd. 1Ln» a i'n ities. Although it seems that people have your
back, you’d better think again *l.ucky Numbers:

10-44-02

46

62

22 Furrow
23 Valuable violin,
for short
24 Come to a halt
25 Right away
26 Sap sources
DOWN
28 Little finger
Highland hat
30 Zest
Group for MDs
32 “Star Trek"
________ tai cocktail
co-star
Paragraph
33 By oneself
indications
36 Became
Shari Lewis’
insufficient
puppet
37 Phantoms

33

49

1

6 Performs an
electrician’s job
7 Writer Bagnold
8 Coach
Parseghian
9 Shakespearean
tragedy
10 Grasslands
11 Eggs Benedict,
sauce
12 Live
13 Genders
18 Vigodaand

Playing hard to get is hardly getting you any I
play H im technique usi d to work, but now it’s
kune toprf-iiiiurest. Try some new approaches
and see how easy it is to get your way without all
that toss, *Luckv Numbers: 31 - 12 -0 8

(August 22 - September 21)

30

■ 41

52

13

26

36

50

12

’°

”

18

24

M.Gemini

V Î O A ' Â « Aojtilt 21}

14

23

(A p ril2 0 - M a y 20) '

There’s no better time than now to dedare those
bottled feelings you have for that person you’ve
been admiring lately. Take a chance and be bold,
you won’t regret it. It’s better than doing nothing
at a ll *Lucky Numbers: 20 - 17 - 04

*€ Leo

Crossword
ACR O SS
Sri Lankan
language
Lacking strength
Advanced degs.
Maytag rival
Crucifix
inscription
“Lady Jane Grey"
dramatist
Robin Hood's
love
Trebek or Karras
Receded
Decorative bars
Decorative wall
brackets
Multiple nouns
Tithe amounts
Baking utensil
Dustin in
“Midnight

9%Taurus

m

M

Apnl '9)

If $ great to be you! Your friends are planning a
fun surprise fur you and you'll never guess wlut1.
they'll have io stoni Just mnemlmr not to rnki1
Hungs Inn veriMisly and eiyny it while ym can
*Lucky Numbers: 1 6 -3 7 -1 0

03/ 25/04

(September 22 - October 22)
f*ti*-“’Ti ly you tin! yourself in ,i land hut it’«- noi
as bad as yon think K r u u .n ib r r y o .iv dealt with
worse so don’t be afraid to attark this problem
head on If vou lee] it a nerea-ijry don’t hr. afr ud
to aak your friends im some help to ¡-¡h c d -ip i he
process. *Lueky Numbers: 24- 1 1 -6 9

Scorpio <€
Solutions

(Oct I ■**23 Aoii“rrbr' 21J

a

3

d

s

i v

3

9

o

X

l ì

d

O

o

0

0

a

T

V

î

V

8

H

i

3

N

V

1

3

O

S

d

1

j i_ y _ _ s
a

au

d

1

a

o an v

s
Ü

V

I

h i

3

Go easy nr. yourvelf Lately vouVi lierai putting
yourself in overdrive and it’s starting o wear you
down Take .< break and regroup your thoughts
There has to be a better way to get thing» dune
*Lucky Numbers- 30 • 06 -1 3

1

3

8

V

0

o l

1

V

V

u

Sagittarius

1
V

b_ _ 3 _ 2 i_ 3 .

3

o

V

1

9

3

s

s

T ,

3

9

V

IAII

S

3

I

V

H

3

d

S

a

ü

0

i v
°
M |

[

_3__s

y

48
49
51
54
55
56
57

n

o

s

y

d
3

h

o

l

f>r o v Tl

40 Mosttangy
43 Gathers greedily
■' > Worldwide sports
grp.
46 Singer Diana
47 Sour-tasting, oldstyle

B

[ ¥

d

lo

i

Bobbettes hit
December VIP
Compass point
Garden sphere
Grow old
Cohort of Curly
Miss a step

m

(November 22 - December 20)
Soon ¿mi will end a long jourri“v that vriu’U
hr glad ro la* mi of. Il s ber n hard, bu' >o.in
made il NV* chalk nges await you bur nom of
them rau compare to what vou ve been through
recently. ’Lucky Numbers- 16 - 21 - 32

^ Capricorn ^
(December 21 - January 19}

Yon wiil soon find yourself comforting lOineine
who will be experiencing great pain Tfople are
grateful ih.ti you’re sui-h a good friend and vn-i're
faappy to hrlp out m in', *nv you >-in *Lucky
Numbers: 25- 1 2 -0 4
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SPORTS:

The Sports Guy
We Ve Got That Winning Feeling

Sport/ Trivio
Question: W hat is the NBA record
for points in a finals game?

Welcome back sportlings. The Sports Guy
is ready, willing, and able to let' you all know appearances “The Missile” is 6-1, with a
the 4-1-1 on the Red Hawks thus far in the 0.33 ERA, and has allowed only two extra
young spring season.
base hits. Athanasia Totaro completes the
We start with the baseball team who are two-headed dragon reeking havoc on hittersbarely treading water with a 5-4 record this across the country. The two combined have
year. The Sports Guy isn’t sure what’s worse, a 0.99 ERA, with 62 Ks. The Sports Guy
their pitching or hitting. In the nine games says that the pitching duo, coupled with their
so far this year, the Red Hawk arms have a superb hitting may make for an unbeatable
combined ERA of 6.19, allowing 84 hits, and combo.
61 runs in 77 total innings pitched.
The Sports Guy . is not surprised by his
Opposing pitchers are having much more favorites to go the furthest this
success against the Red Hawk hitters, who s e a •*%.
son, the men’s lacrosse
. only have two players batting above .300
team. The undefeated
this season. Bottom line, the Red Hawks are
Red Hawks have bene
being out pitched, out hit, and beat in almost
fited from what The
every statistical category. The Sports Guy
Sports Guy likes
says if a playoff berth or a championship
to call scoring by
is the direction that the baseball team
committee.
So
hopes to follow, they are going the
far this year, they
wrong way.
already have five
Fortunately for the
players with
Red Hawks, the
15 or more
other sports are
points.
not following suit.
Led by
The softball team
Ch r i
boasts a 9-1 record
Mei x ne r
going into the inau
who has
gural game on Saturday at
more moves
the new softball field here at
than a foster
MSU.
child,
these
The apparent polar
guys are put
opposites of the baseball
ting up more
team, the softball
than 10 points
Jose Ortiz
players are doing
a contest.
Sports Editor
everything right.
They
Kari McDonnell is
slow the pace
leading the offensive
of the game
In 1927 Babe Ruth broke his own record
charge with a .452
down and play for home runs in a single season with 60. In
batting average to
Red
Hawk that season, his closest competitor was team
go along with her 18
ball.
The
mate Lou Gehrig, who hit 47 - the next clos
total bases. Along
defense of this est only hit 30.
with the Allteam is what
With that huge margin of a difference
A m erican
makes them in home runs, it’s a wonder why the talk of
there
are
a serious drugs in baseball hasn’t come up sooner. If
three other
threat to you look at the rest of the league stats in that
players with .
beat a lot year, one would have seen eight players with
an ERA above
of
good 200 or more hits, and the league leader in
.300.
teams, maybe even conference champions R.B.I.S well over 150. While the use of per
As a team they are batting .287, and Stevens Tech. In the five games played so
formance enhancers may increase a hitter’s
have almost double the total bases of then- far, they have only given up four goals out
power, if the stats are truthful, the sudden
opponents. Most astoundingly these girls are of 33 man-down situations, holding their
influx of offensive prowess is due to a drop in
out slugging the opposition .372 - .222. The opponents to .121 scoring percentage in manpitching talent and a change in the mentality
Sports Guy says that the Red Hawks have down situations. They have forced 50 turn
ofthe game.
overs, opposing defenses have only forced
From the years 1927-29, there were only 17
22 Red Hawk turnovers. The Sports Guy players with 30 homeruns or more. Compare
says that the defense plus the balanced Red that to the 1961-63 seasons, where there
Hawk offensive attack, and John Greco’s were 35 players with 30 or more homers, and
commitment to hard work and fundamentals even further to thé 1998-2000 seasons, where
is making for a great lacrosse season.
a combined 119 players hit over 30 deep balls
Hats off to the women’s lacrosse team one, could cry steroids. But what many do
who is The Sports Guy’s biggest surprise so not seem to know is that the way winning in
far. It’s not that they are undefeated with a baseball is done has changed drastically over
4-0 record, it’s that they are destroying eveiy the years.
team they face, Combined, they have beaten
In 1929 there were 18 players with 200
their opponents 68-8, and watching them hits or more, and 55 with an average of .300
beating these teams is like watching Nancy or more. Years ago, the basic fundamentals of
Kerrigan get beat down in the Olympics, just thè game were getting on base, solid defense,
awful.
and great pitching. Now it’s all about hitting
It’s March Madness for schools still play balls out of the park.
ing basketball, not the Red Hawks. The
That’s why everything has changed. Now
Sports Guy says that the final four teams will pitchers are getting 300 strikeouts regularly,
will be Duke, UConn, Pitt, and Georgia Tech. when 200 was considered a high number in
The championship match up will be between the past and batting averages are lower.
the Blue Devils and Pitt, where the Dukees
When a player tries to hit everything out
more hitting power than Ike Turner and will reign supreme.
of the park (unless they are Barry Bonds)
Jason Kidd combined.
The Sports Guy has a good feeling about chances are they will strikeout more often.
Their pitching staff may be even bet this season with all the teams above .500,
In 1927 when Ruth hit 60 homers, and
ter. The Sports Guy says that Crystal “The and playoffs in the distance, The Sports Guy
there were only three other players with
Missile” Sweeney throws so much heat, the says things are on the up and up in Red
more than 30 homers, not one single player
hitters are getting sunburned. She has 39 Hawk country. Till next time, this is The
struck out more than 100 times during the
strike outs in 42.2 innings pitched. In eight Sports Guy.
season. In ‘61 when Maris broke the record,

Answer to last week’s question: Joe
Torre, coach ofthe New York Yankees,

is the only active coach w ith an MVP

as a player. In 1971 he won it as a
Cardinal.

f o o d s T r iv io

Drama Sports

The State of Baseball

“The Sports Guy
says that the fi
nal four teams
will be Duke,
UConn, Pitt, and
Georgia Tech”

Th e S p o rts Guy Is a fictitio us cha ra cter crea ted by Jose Ortiz

there were 72 players with 100 or more strike
outs.
In addition, although there are now more
players who hit over .300 regularly, as well
as the 30-homer mark, and the 100 R.B.I.
achievement, the top ends of batting average,
R.B.I. and hits has gone down. It’s no accident
that the last .400 hitter was Ted Williams in
1941 when he only struck out 27 times that
season and hit 37 homers. Fewer strikeouts
than homers? That’s almost unheard of
During most of the 20th century, well into
the early 90s, the strategy was to get to first
base, steal second, bunt over to third, and
then a sacrifice fly to drive in a run. It’s been
called manufacturing runs.
But maybe it isn’t the hitters that have
changed the game as much as the severe
drop off in pitching ability. In the year that
Ruth hit 60, there were seven pitchers with
20 or more wins, and 11 with a sub 3.00 ERA,
with the high in wins at 26, and 58 pitch
ers with 10 or more complete games. Even
further, 13 was the highest number of saves
in “27 by Garland Braxton of the Washington
Senators.
In 1998, there were only four with 20 or
more wins, and eight with an ERA below
three. The most wins that season was 20; the
high in saves was 53.
In this day and age, a pitcher’s goal is to
get to the seventh inning with the lead, at
which point they turn it over to the bullpen
to seal the win. Pitchers years ago, pitched
more games, more innings, with more wins,
and a lower ERA
Now, instead of teams trying to stop their
opponents from scoring, they are just simply
trying to outscore them. So, now teams are
winning games 9-8 instead of 2-1.
In ‘27 the top batting average was .398,
something that is more legend than reality
in this day and age. People don’t hit .400,
because instead of singles, players want hom
ers.
Whether steroids are at the root of the
homerun frenzy that has taken the MLB by
storm remains to be decided through future
testing. There are other significant, numbers
there werelO players with 100 or more three being ignored that show different reasoning
swing outs, and in “98 when McGwire hit 70, for the recent influx in offensive numbers.
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P la y e r o f th e w e e k

Top Ten Spring Break Athletes
Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

6.

io.

Brett Picaro (Baseball):

Nicole LaRocca (Lacrosse):

The freshman midfielder scored six goals
in two Spring Break games.

During • Spring Break’s Clearwater
Invitational, Picaro registered four hits, two
runs and drove in one run.

5.

9.

Last year’s freshman phenom scored a sea
son high seven goals against Wesley College.
He currently has nine goals for the season.

Colin Feneis (Baseball):

John Della Pesca (Lacrosse):

During a 5-1 win over Ripon College,
Feneis came in to relieve the starter. He 4.
Jeff Gogal (Baseball):
threw for 3.2 innings with no runs allowed,
six strikeouts, and only one hit allowed.
The returning All-American threw for 8.1
innings, surrendering only two runs, striking
8. Shauna Brocklebank (Lacrosse): out five batters.
The freshm an attacker scored two goals
3. Kari McDonnell (Softball):
and one assist vs. Wilkes, right after already
A big part of the Red Hawk softball team’s
having registered another four against
fast 9-1 start has been the hitting of two-time
Muhlenberg.
All-American Kari McDonnell. She batted
7.
Chris Meixner (Lacrosse):
.452, with eight runs scored, 14 hits, and 18
total bases.
One of the newborn leaders of the unde
Cathy Homiek (Lacrosse):
feated men’s lacrosse team, scored three 2.
goals, and dished one helper in a triple OT
The Red Hawk women's lacrosse version of
game vs. Babson College.
Magic Johnson broke the NCAA all-divisions
record for career assists against Wilkes.

1. Crystal Sweeney (Softball):
The Red Hawks can compete with
any team anywhere because of the
superb pitching of Crystal Sweeney. In
eight appearances, she is 6-1, with an
ERA of 0.33, in 42.2 innings pitched.
The NJAC’s pitcher of the week only
gave up two extra base hits, surren
dered only two earned runs, and struck
out’39 batters.
Crystal Dahlhaus (left), and the
rest of the Red Hawk softball team
are ready for their first game at
the brand new softball stadium.
The first game is this Saturday the
27th. The game will also mark the
first conference match of the year
against Ramapo. The Red Hawk
softball team is currently 9-1 and
second place in the NJAC this year.
Steve M lllerlThe M ontclarion

Standings Through 03/24/04

I

B a s e b a ll

1

NJAC

O verall

R ow an
Ram apo
TCNJ
W illia m Paterson
Kean
Richard Stockton
NJCU
R utgers-C andem

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

•14-2
6-1
9-2
7-4
7-5
7-5
5-4
8-7

MSU

0-0

4-4

R utgers-N ew ark

0-0

5-8

Senior
Hometown: Edison, NJ
in eight appearances this season. Crystal is 6-1, with
a 0.33 ERA. She has struck out 39 batters in 42.2
innings p itch e d this season.

Honorable Mentions
JOHN DELLA PESCA
Sophomore
Hometown: Fairlawn, NJ

A fter scoring seven goals against
Wesley, John added another four
to his total at home against SUNY.

ED HAMILTON
Senior
Hometown: Trenton, NJ

Ed helped the relay team earn
All-American Dill honors in 1600m
race.

S o ftb a ll ■ ■ l l
NJAC

O verall

Rutgers-Cam den

0-0

11-1

MSU

0-0

9-1

R am apo
W illia m Paterson
R ow an
Richard Stockton
TCNJ
NJCU
R utgers-N ew ark
Kean

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

7-1
7-1
9-3
7-3
8-4
5-3
6-5
2-8

CHRIS MEIXNER
Senior
Hometown: Hamburg, NJ

A fter being named player of the
week for both the ECAC, and KLC,
Chris scored twice against SUNY.

COLIN FENEIS
Freshman
Hometown: Spotswood, NJ
T h is W e e k
Sunday vs. Rensselaer
Tuesday vs. York
Thrusday vs. Ramapo

2 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Last W e e k s R esu lts
3/17 — MSU 5, Ripon College 1
3/18 — MSU 2, Allegh en y College 13
3/24 — MSU 9, W ilm ington 8

T h is W e e k
Saturday vs. Ramapo
Tuesday @ NJCU
Thrusday @ M anhattanville

1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.

Last W e e k s R esu lts
3/17 — MSU 2, Buffalo State 1
3/18 — MSU 9, Oshkosh 4
3/19 — MSU 9, Fram ingham 0

Colin earned his first save of the
year in 3.2 innings of work against
Ripon University.

The Sports Guy

pg.

22

Question of the week

pg.
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GAME OF THE WEEK: MEN'S LACROSSE M SU (4-0) VS. SIJIMY FARMINGDALE (2-1)
~~ ... . .............. .— ......... ......... ............................. ......... ............... — ----— — — —.....

1

Red Hawk Men’s Lacrosse Stay Undefeated
Vaeth made it a one-point
game.
T h e
defense responded with an
effort worthy of praise. From
that point until the beginning
of the fourth quarter, the Red
Hawks did not allow a goal on
seven shots.
Red Hawk men’s lacrosse
captain, Chris Meixner, who
scored twice in the match com
mended his team’s defense.
“The defense has stepped
up all year round,” he said.
“Whenever we’re a man down,
they always come through.”
Well the Rams had eight manup opportunities, ; and zero
goals.
MSLFs defensive team of
Red Hawk Chris Meixner is the unfortunate victim of a Ram sandwhich. The
junior,
Roi Khpper, and goal
Red Hawks, with the win last night, move to 5-0, remaining perfect during
keeper Alan Annazone, added
their five-game home stand.
to a host of other strong defen
Jose Ortiz
three unanswered goals to SUNY sive players on the team, and we
Sports Editor
Farmingdale within six minutes. have what Meixner says may be one
A f t e r The Red Hawks responded when of the best defenses in the nation.
MSU
11 taking a 5-1 Brian Shadiack hooked up with
As the fourth quarter drew on,
lead into the Kevin Gondres for one of his two it became more and more apparent
SUNY
second quarter,, goals.
to the visiting team, that the Red
the Red Hawks allowed the Rams
After taking a 6-4 lead into the Hawks would remain undefeated.
back into the game, surrendering second half, SUNYs attacker, Josh
While MSU added four more scores

to the board, and Shadiack con
trolled the clock running a passive
settled offense, the game began to
degenerate into a battle of penalty
minutes.

“We haven’t been
in this situa
tion all year, but
we got the eW 9
and that’s what
counts.”
Chris Meixner
Men's Lacrosse C aptain

In the final quarter there was
over nine minutes of penalty time
issued, most of which went to the
sore-losing Rams. Give credit to
the Red Hawk coach John Greco for
keeping his boys out of the mix, and
telling them to walk away.
The final score of 11-7, and

MStTs fifth win of the year was a
hard-fought battle and definitely
makes a statement on just how
good this year’s lacrosse team is.
A pesky SUNY team, who just
wouldn’t go away, tested them.
Meixner said, “we haven’t been in
this situation all year, but we got
the V and that’s what counts.”
The Rams forced the Red Hawks
to score and, until late in the
game, kept the pressure on. MSU
answered the call, and have anoth
er notch under the belt waiting
for that ever-important match with
conference rivals Stevens Tech.
John Della Pesca scored four
times in the game, and the Shadiack
attack continued with his assist
onslaught raking in four. MSU
has found ways to win this season,
from triple overtime games, to 11-2
blowouts. Credit goes to the team
coaches for strategy and making
these guys play together. Credit
also goes to the captains for step
ping up when it was time.
The Red Hawks start the
first contest of a four game road
trip on Saturday when they visit
Centenary.

The Lady Red Hawks Are Too Hot to Handle
M SU W om en’s Lacrosse T eam H as Won Five Straight G am es and 16 Goals P er C ontest Scored T h is Season

The Red Hawks beat the Saints in an exhibition last night 19-4. This has
women's Lacrosse team this year.
Jose O rtiz
Sports Editor

“
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a mere exhibition, not of any import ance to anyone important. Try tellThe match ing that to the Red Hawk lacrosse
may have been players who abused St. Thomas

Wilkes. That was also the
game senior star Cathy
Homiek set a new NCAA alldivisions record for career
assists with 186 in 46 .career
games.
Including the one played
on Wednesday, The Red
Hawks have beaten their
opponents by a combined
score of 83-12. The closest
any team has come to beating them this year was a 12-6
MSU win over Muhlenberg.
The women’s lacrosse program has never won more
than nine games, and under
current head coach Beth
Gottung they are 7-8 overall,
But, by the looks of it, things
are about to change.
Watching the Red Hawk
ladies dismantle the hapless so-called Saints was like
watching a rabbit out run
a turtle. The Lady Hawks
ran circles around the them,
got behind the net, made a
been the norm for the Lady Red Hawk
‘ thru pass to the middle, and
scored. That’s how offensive
possessions went for the Red
Aquinas at Sprague field 19-4.
Hawks at Sprague.
The victory came just two days
Sophomore Kristin Gisondi, Red
after the undefeated Red Hawks Hawk midfielder, says that it’s the
obliterated yet another team in team’s overall top to bottom solidity

V is it w w w .m o n tc la ir.e d u / a th le tic s .s h tm l f o r m o re in fo r m a tio n

that makes them so hard to beat,
“We’re forking really well together
right now. The newcomers have
been a great addition.” Gisondi then
added, “We are strong at all positions, everyone’s contributing, and I
think we’ll do well this season.”
Homiek is leading the nation
in assists, and has been backed by
the outstanding play of freshmen
Shauna Brocklebank with 16 goals,
and Brianna Gillin with 15 scores
on the season. Combine that with
points from six other players, and
the Red Hawk offense is one to be
reckoned with,
The few times that the Saints
did get the ball, they found themselves the victims of a lacrosse stick
onslaught until they dropped the
ball, where MSU would recover, and
probably score,
This season, the defense has
only allowed 48 shots as opposed
to MSITs 123.
The leadership
of senior defenders JoAnn Bracco,
and Kelly Grady has caused 43
turnovers, and has cleared over 90
percent of.all attempts,
Although the four teams they’ve
played have are only .500 teams,
you have to start somewhere. The
Lady Red Hawks can take pride in
the fact that they are on the road to
success.

